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The Kaiserslautern
Military Community
(KMC)
A Brief Introduction

T

he Kaiserslautern Military Community (KMC) is the largest military community
outside the continental United States, and is a combined community consisting of
Army and Air Force components. Virtually all facilities and services imaginable
are available in the KMC.
Kaiserslautern, Landstuhl, Ramstein, Pirmasens and Miesau are all located in the
German State of Rheinland-Pfalz, which lies in the southwest part of the country.
Rheinland-Pfalz borders on France, Luxembourg, Belgium, and the German States of
Saarland, Nordrhein-Westfalen, Hessen and Baden-Wurttemberg. The city of Kaiserslautern is 80 miles southwest of Frankfurt and 295 miles northeast of Paris. Ramstein,
Landstuhl and Miesau are west of Kaiserslautern. Ramstein and Landstuhl are about a
15 minute drive from downtown Kaiserslautern.
The KMC is home to about 53,000 military members, family members and DoD
civilians.
U.S. Army facilities, installations and locations in the KMC include:
• Panzer, Kleber and Daenner Kasernes
• Pulaski Barracks
• Vogelweh
• Miesau
• Einsiedlerhof
• Sembach Kaserne
• Rhine Ordnance Barracks
• Landstuhl Army Post
• Landstuhl Regional Medical Center
Air Force facilities, installations and locations include:
• Ramstein Air Base
• Einsiedlerhof
• Kapaun Air Station
• Vogelweh
DoD units and other organizations in the area include the Defense Commissary
Agency (DeCA) which has its has its headquarters on Kapaun; AFN Europe Headquarters
and the headquarters for the European Stars & Stripes are in Kaiserslautern.
The European Regional Medical Command (ERMC) moved to Sembach from Heidelberg in 2013. The the Army and Air Force Exchange Service (AAFES) European HQ is
also in Sembach as is the Military Correctional Facility for Europe.
Baumholder, the site of a nearby Army installation, is about a 20-minute drive from
Landstuhl and Ramstein. It is northwest of the KMC.
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Information for this magazine was compiled from various public domain sources that include Public Affairs Office
websites from USAF, USAFE and USAREUR as well as various Department of Defense websites. Also included is public
domain information from other websites of other organizations that include Family Support Centers, Army Community
Services, AAFES, AFN, MWR and DeCA. The information in this guide was as complete and accurate as possible at
press time. Some changes in facilities, services and phone numbers may occur.
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Visit the world famous Christmas Village of

Käthe
Wohlfahrt
in Rothenburg ob der Tauber

®

German
Christmas Museum
Another attraction
awaits the visitor
to Rothenburg, the
German Christmas
Museum. Feast your
eyes on exhibits of
German Christmas
decorations and
heirlooms from
decades past.
Open year-round.
Phone
+49(0)9861-409365

Here you will find the world’s largest selection of German
Christmas decorations and many fine German gifts.
The shopping experience in the medieval city of Rothenburg,
you will never forget!
For a selection of Käthe Wohlfahrt gift ideas make sure to stop at the following AAFES locations:
Stuttgart-Boeblingen · Panzer Shopping Center · Panzerkaserne
Ramstein Airbase · KMCC
Grafenwoehr · Shopping Mall
Rothenburg ob der Tauber

®

Guide
ISSUE1 · 91541 Rothenburg ob der Tauber 4
2017
KätheGateway
Wohlfahrt GmbH
& Co.- Digital
OHG · Herrngasse
· Phone +49(0)98614090 · www.bestofchristmas.com · e-mail: info@wohlfahrt.com

The Area and
Its Cities

O

ne takes life with a bit more ease
where the lemons blossom.” That’s
how tourist officials characterize
the Pfalz, and what they term its “Tuscan
feeling.” The climate is the mildest in
Germany. The Haardt Mountains and the
Vosges Mountains in France shield the area
from the cold north winds.
The almond trees bloom in March and,
according to tourist literature, “here, in
the southernmost part of Rheinland-Pfalz,
kiwis and figs flourish; chestnuts, tobacco
and, of course, wine ripen.”

The Pfälzer Wald Nature Park has an
extensive network of marked hiking trails.
There are numerous parking areas where
you can start a walk and every hour or two
you’ll come to a pleasant tavern where you
can rest and refresh. There are 12 circular
routes for the more ambitious hikers, and
you can cover as much as 400 kilometers
without going on the same path twice. You
don’t need to lug a pack, either. There is
a service that will take your luggage from
hotel to hotel.
The Hambach Castle, on the Wine Road
near Neustadt, is a shrine to German
democracy. It was the scene of a big festival in 1832 at which some 30,000 persons
demanded an end to the oppressive
regimes of the day. The rulers of the many
petty German states were, under Austria’s
Prince Klemens von Metternich, striving
in the post-Napoleonic era to restore their
feudal privileges.
Liberal groups, notably student organizations and the followers of Friedrich
Ludwig Jahn, were well represented at
Hambach, demanding freedom of the
press, religious tolerance and even a demo-

Wine and Nature

One could do worse than be stationed in
the Kaiserslautern Military Community.
The Pfälzer Wald Nature Park, the largest
wooded area in Germany, is right on your
doorstep. So is the German Wine Road, a
string of gem-like wine villages, castle ruins
and fruit trees.
The Wine Road begins in the north at
Bockenheim, west of Worms, and passes
through the Pfälzer Wald, ending 60 kilometers further on at Schweigen on the
French border. The principal cities on it,
both picturesque and an easy
drive from Kaiserslautern, are
Bad Dürkheim and Neustadt.
Bad Dürkheim is the site of
the annual “Sausage Market”
in September, which, despite
its name, is actually the biggest
wine festival in Germany. It
takes place in front of the
“world’s largest wine barrel,”
which was actually made
according to barrel making
principals. It could hold millions
of gallons of wine, but instead
holds a restaurant.
Gateway Guide - Digital ISSUE
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cratic German union. Needless to say, the
festival was followed by a wave of arrests
and new laws to suppress liberals.
But the democratic spirit continued to
burn and eventually prevailed. Among
other things, the Hambach demonstrators had boldly displayed the red, black
and gold that had been the colors of an
elite infantry unit with which some of the
freedom fighters had fought in the Napoleonic war. These colors now are used on the
German flag. Visitors to the castle can trace
the history of the 19th century democratic
movements.
The area was primarily agricultural
until the early 1950s, when Cold War
realities set in. Overnight the mission of
the USA and its allies shifted from that of
occupying a defeated country to manning
the front lines in the struggle against the
Communist world.

States. Some 30,000 service men and
women are still based in the area.
The money the Yanks brought has
enabled the city to almost completely
rebuild. The towering modern city hall
(Rathaus), with a viewing platform on
top, was built from 1964-1968. The big
population of Americans leads to some
lively nightlife with a good jazz and
rock scene. Acts from the US come over
regularly to perform in Kaiserslautern’s
numerous clubs.
Kaiserslautern is a lively student city,
the football citadel of the southwest and
the cultural center of the Palatinate. Those
who want to enjoy a good Palatinate wine,
regional specialties or an excellent cuisine
can find what they want in the earthy wine
houses or excellent restaurants in the city.
Yet Kaiserslautern’s rich historical past has
been preserved. The Stiftskirche, a church
in the center of town, is the oldest structure, dating from the 13th century.
Kaiserslautern earned its name as
the favorite hunting retreat of Emperor
(Kaiser) Frederick Barbarossa who ruled
the diverse lands of the Holy Roman
Empire from 1155 until 1190. The Lautern
was then an important river that actually

Kaiserslautern

It was necessary to get a large part of
the forces, particularly the logistic operations, west of the Rhine. The Americans
moved into the Kaiserslautern area in 1952
and the city quickly grew into the largest
US military community outside the United

The Kaiserbrunnen in Kaiserslautern (Kaiserslautern photos courtesy City of Kaiserslautern)
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Landstuhl

The landmark of Landstuhl,
the imposing castle ruin Burg
Nanstein, was also built by
Barbarossa, to guard the western approach to Kaiserslautern. But the real claim to fame
of this castle, which sits atop
a sheer cliff, is a later owner,
Franz von Sickingen, the
so-called “last knight” and
Landstuhl’s “favorite son.”
Though he was romanticized in Goethe’s Götz
von Berlichingen, Sickingen
epitomizes the reasons why knighthood
declined in Europe. His lifetime (14811523) was “late in the game” as far as
chivalry is concerned. Because the knightly
forays had become more a matter of greed
and profit than political justice the institution in its feudal sense had all but died out
in France and England by Sickingen’s day.
It persisted in Germany, though, until
Sickingen brought it to a final conclusion.
He took the Protestant cause during the
Reformation, fighting to secularize church
property, and incidentally to enrich himself.
He made the mistake of taking on the Archbishop of Trier, and was defeated when the
castle at Landstuhl was besieged. He died
of the wounds he suffered during the fight,
and visitors to Burg Nanstein can see the
cellar chamber in which he succumbed.
Landstuhl is an official
resort town with a good infrastructure. Leisure activities
include a public swimming
pool, a culture and convention
center, tennis courts, bike and
hiking trails, a shooting range
and a fishing pond.

The Nanstein Castle sits above the city of Landstuhl
(Photos: City of Landstuhl)

made the old section of Kaiserslautern
an island in medieval times. Barbarossa
built his imperial palace, the Kaiserpfalz,
there in 1152 on a site near the present-day
Rathaus.
There are many cultural activities
including a year-round offering of operas,
musicals and plays. Two museums house
a rich collection of Palatinate history,
folklore and art, and there is also a Beer
Tankard Museum with more than 500
exhibits from the last 200 years.
From April to October the city hosts a
World Garden Show including a beautiful Japanese garden and Europe’s largest
dinosaur exhibition. The city also has a
zoo and a downtown skating rink, and the
pleasant Volkspark offers Sunday concerts.

Ramstein

The first documentary mention
of Ramstein dates from 1215,
and throughout most of the
centuries since then the region
was dominated by agriculture.
It was completely destroyed in

Half-timbered buildings on Landstuhl's Hauptstrasse.
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the Thirty Years’ War and occupied by the
French during the Napoleonic Wars.
Ramstein became a station stop on the
Landstuhl-Kusel railroad in 1868, and
got its first factory, a textile mill near the
railroad station, in 1898. Further textile
mills were then opened, creating jobs and
increasing Ramstein’s population to more
than 2,000.
The construction of the air base changed
the employment picture. Labor was
needed in its building and afterwards
in its operation. And, of course, private
businesses also flourished with all of those
airmen and their families as customers.
Ramstein has more bars per capita than
any other community in Germany.
In 1969, Ramstein incorporated neighboring Miesenbach, and those two towns,
plus nine surrounding villages, now are
consolidated into the present “union community,” of Ramstein-Miesenbach. Today,
this community has a combined population of more than 18,000.
The local museum presents special exhibitions. Leisure activities include a public
swimming pool, riding stable, shooting
range, sports fields, tennis courts and
bowling lanes.

The City Hall in Ramstein

Pirmasens

With a population of 50,000, Pirmasens, an
imaginatively restored city and the one time
center of the German shoe industry, is the
urban center of southwestern Palatinate.

The former Ramstein City Hall is now a municipal museum
(Ramstein photos courtesy city of Ramstein)
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The city, located right in the Pfälzer
Wald, was founded by Count Ludwig
IX (1719-1790), who chose the area for
his residence and military garrison. The
parade ground on which he loved to drill
his troops still is called the Exerzierplatz.
Strict though he was, Ludwig is nevertheless fondly remembered as a very enlightened ruler for his time.
Ludwig was indirectly responsible for
making Pirmasens a center of shoe manufacture. His garrison was disbanded after
his death, creating a great economic stress
in a town that had been dependent
on the pay of the soldiers. To help
make ends meet the ex-soldiers
fashioned the leather parts of their
uniforms into simple shoes called
Schlabbe, which their wives then
set out on foot to sell.
That was the start of a considerable shoe industry, remnants
of which can be seen to this day.
Unfortunately, like other elements
of the clothing industry, much of the
shoe production has now moved to
areas of cheaper labor. But there is
a Shoe Museum where you can see
2017

the history of this industry, and visit an
old-style workshop in which craftsmen
still make Schlabbe. The town also remains
a center of shoe industry technology.
Pirmasens has another museum that
should be of interest to the military history
buff. The “Westwall Museum” gives the
history of the Siegfried Line, which was
started in this area in 1937 to face the
Maginot Line across the border in France.
It was never finished because the German
invasion of France in 1940 made it unnecessary. Some of the line’s bunkers have
now been made into a museum.
The city has suffered reverses of late.
But it has coped well with the “one-two
punch” of the demise of the shoe industry
and the withdrawal of most of the US
military presence. The downtown area has
a new look. The establishment of a pedestrian zone has attracted several new retail
stores and the picturesque old city has been
made attractive to bars and restaurants.

of Saarland, is a lesson in European history.
The state is right on the French border and
rich in coal, and therefore was an object of
contention between France and Germany. It
changed hands four times in the 20th century.
That sort of thing now appears to
belong to the past. Saarbrücken is the
center of an international economic and
cultural region made up of Germany’s
Saarland, the French province of Lorraine
and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. The
area is important not only for its coal but
also for its two major rivers, the Mosel and
its tributary the Saar.
Visitors to Saarbrücken head for the
St. Johanner Markt with its boutiques,
bars, bistros and restaurants. It’s an ideal
place to meet people or saunter through
the narrow picturesque streets scattered
around the market square. The entire old
town is now an auto-free pedestrian zone,
and there is a direct view of the castle from
the Baroque fountain.
Another must see area is the DeutschFranzösischer Garden. This large recreation area has a lake with a water show as

Saarbrücken

This city, capital of the tiny German state

The St. Johanner Markt in Saarbrücken Photo: Kongress-und Touristik Service Region Saarbrücken GmbH
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well as a narrow gauge railroad that visitors can take to tour the park. There is also
a cable car that crosses the lake into the
heart of the park and an outdoor amphitheater that features live performances.
The terrace restaurant at the Saarbrücken
Casino looks out over the lake and park.
The “Alte Brücke,” originally built in
1546 and decorated with gargoyles, was
one of the bridges that gave Saarbrücken
(“Saar Bridges”) its name. Right next to the
bridge is the mooring of passenger boats
that offer round trips along the river in the
summer. A Baroque former hotel is now
the Saarland Museum, with a Kulturcafé
and summer concerts and art exhibitions
in its delightful courtyard.
When the “Alte Brücke” was shortened
to make room for a riverside Autobahn,
some of the gargoyles were moved to
the castle wall. One of them you will see
there is the “miserly baker,” who is being
ridiculed for refusing the help the poor
and demanding that women customers
present their bodies in payment for their

bread. The castle wall provides a beautiful
panoramic view of the town.

Neunkirchen

Neunkirchen, with a population of 50,000,
is the second largest city in the Saarland.
It was a steelmaking center for a long time
because of the presence of coal and iron
ore in the area. Neunkirchen is located in
an area that Wolfgang von Goethe praised
for its picturesqueness.
Instead of being a one-industry steel
town Neunkirchen is now a diversified
center of production and services. It’s
helped by its favorable location right at
the intersection of two major Autobahns;
A6 (Mannheim-Saarbrücken-Paris).
Neunkirchen, about 12 miles northeast
of Saarbrücken is only a 20-minute drive
from Ramstein. It is an attractive city. The
site of an abandoned steel mill has become
the Saarpark Center, the biggest shopping
and amusement complex in Southwestern
Germany.

The Wasserturm at night. Entertainment and dining.
Photo: City of Neunkirchen
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The big attraction of the Saarpark is the
water tower, with a movie theater attracting 2000 people a week. Its four screens
are against the tower’s circular outer walls,
giving the audience a 180-degree multiplex
effect. The sound is also unique in this
huge metal cylinder.
Other facilities in the tower include a
fitness studio and the “Coyote Café,” a
Tex-Mex establishment with DJ music,
a candlelit tapas bar and the vinothek
“Destino.” Then there is “Stumm’s Brauhaus,” with copper kettles that produce
four different brews on the premises; light,
dark, weizen and the pub’s own specialty.
The name of the pub comes from the Baron
von Stumm-Halberg who owned and operated the steel mill.
Directly across from the Water Tower
is the Saarpark Center. This is a shopping
mall that is mostly indistinguishable from
malls that are found in the USA. There are
121 retail outlets and about 34,000 square
meters of shopping space. It is the largest
shopping center in Saarland.
Multi-leveled, bright and elegant, shopping there is an incredible experience.

Most stores are open until 8 p.m. every day
except Sunday. It is very easy to find and
includes parking for 2,400 cars.
Neunkirchen’s zoo is home to some
1,200 animals of some 180 species. There
are Asiatic elephants in the new Elephant
House with a big fenced outdoor area
where they can roam freely. There is a
herd of baboons on the baboon cliffs, and a
jungle house with giant snakes, lizards and
an array of exotic fish, including piranhas.
The beavers have a pond of their own,
with a dam. There are giraffes, zebras,
ostriches, leopards, camels, bears, kangaroos, emus and seals; eagles and owls in
a bird hall, and a playground and petting
zoo for the kids.

The zoo in Neunkirchen is one of Germany's best and largest Photo: City of Neunkirche
Gateway Guide - Digital ISSUE
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How To Germany – on the Web
HowToGermany.com
The internet site of the well-known national
magazine dedicated to helping expatriates
survive and thrive while living in Germany.
A complete collection of the archives of
How To Germany magazine, plus:
•

updated information

• additional articles on a wide range of topics
• a database of important addresses
• information about suppliers of products
and services and links to their websites

The on-line version
of the popular and
helpful magazine for
English speaking
Expatriates living and
working in Germany!
Log on now and bookmark this site.
New topics and frequent updates will
keep you coming back for more.

www.HowToGermany.com

AAFES

ARMY AND AIR FORCE
EXCHANGE SERVICE

N

ewcomers to Europe are often surprised to discover that they have
hardly left home as far as shopping
is concerned.
The Exchange supplies its
customers with consumer electronics, cameras, videos, name
brand sporting goods, new cars,
car rental, alcoholic beverages,
clothing, household appliances,
health and beauty aids and
laundry service, to name but
a few.
And the Exchange is somewhat more than a retail operation. It offers
laundry service, car rental, car repair,
car washes, electronic repair and movie
theaters. It has its own facilities at Gruenstadt for the production of baked goods,
ice cream, Culligan water and ice cream.
AAFES-Europe operates movie theaters,
which show current Hollywood productions at bargain prices, and it operates
the Express convenience stores that carry
a limited stock of food (ice cream, bread,
snacks, etc.), beverages, health and beauty
products. In some cases Express stores are
also combined with the gas station, the
Class Six (liquor) store or the video rental
facility. They usually have extended hours
and are sometimes combined with gas
stations, Class Six (liquor) stores or video
rental facilities. The Exchange also operates the military clothing stores.
A relatively new asset for AAFESEurope is the largest shopping mall in
the American military. The Kaiserslautern
Military Community Center (KMCC) at
Ramstein opened in late 2009. It includes
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an eight-story, 350-room hotel, parking for
2,800 cars, a four-screen movie theater, the
world’s largest base exchange, dozens of
smaller stores, nine eateries, an Outdoor
Recreation Center, a mega
bookstore and a day spa.
The AAFES-Europe Region
is headquartered in Sembach,
Germany, and is part of the
worldwide AAFES exchange
system. Its two-fold mission is
1) to provide customers quality
merchandise and services at
competitively low prices, and
2) to generate earnings that provide a
dividend to support morale, welfare and
recreation (MWR) programs.
In addition to funding MWR efforts,
The Exchange earnings are used to build
new stores or renovate existing facilities
without expense to the federal government. Historically, roughly two-thirds of
The Exchange earnings are paid to MWR.
In fact, strong sales and earnings at Army
& Air Force Exchange Service facilities,
the Exchange Online Store and Exchange
Catalogs helped deliver more than $2.4
billion to Army, Air Force, National Guard,
Marine Corps and Navy MWR and Services efforts in the past 10 years.

LOW PRICES

In addition to generating earnings for quality of life programs, The Exchange offers
substantial savings. It charges no sales tax
and normally has a number of items featured with discount prices. This normally
applies to household items and goods that
are in constant demand.
13
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The AAFES-Europe buying staff shops
European markets and offers special
“Europe Exclusive” merchandise only
available to overseas customers. The
Exchange shoppers in Europe will find
reminders of their time in Europe, such
as giftwares and souvenirs. The European
buyers also concentrate on items that
overseas customers need such as 220-volt
appliances and ready-to-assemble furniture at affordable prices.

in cash, with credit and debit cards and
coupons (in certain countries). The Exchange has a contract with ESSO to provide
gasoline in Germany and The Netherlands.
In Germany a high tech automated gas ration card is issued and is good at both the
Exchange and ESSO stations. The German
government asked for this change, which
took place in 2008. A card can’t be transferred between vehicles. The stations will
only honor it if the vehicle matches the registration and license number on the card.
In Italy, AAFES participates in the
Navy Exchange Service Command fuel
coupon program..
There are also Exchange-operated
gas stations on military installations in
The Azores, Turkey and the UK. These
Exchange gas stations give customers the
convenience of using cash, check and debit
or credit cards for their purchases.

ONLINE WITH THE EXCHANGE

The Exchange website is located at
www.shopmyexchange.com and provides
not only great shopping opportunities,
but also an online forum for authorized
customers to gather information on
their military communities, view sales
fliers, print coupons, complete Military
Star Card applications and payments
plus much more.
Online shopping is another convenient
way for the military customer to shop for
quality merchandise.
Simply log onto the site and begin
shopping. The merchandise selection
includes just about everything available
in the stores also items that are available
exclusively online. The web page also lists
weekly specials and closeouts at extraordinary prices.

FOOD OPERATIONS

The Exchange fast food facilities provide a
taste of home to families living in Europe
and to the Military and Civilians deployed
in support of OEF/OND. Customers can
enjoy Burger King, Popeye’s, Taco Bell,
Charlie’s Steakery, Pizza Hut, Subway
and more, all just around the corner from
where they live and work. The KMCC at
Ramstein has a Johnny Rockets restaurant,
Captain D’s Seafood Kitchen Restaurant
and Manchu Wok Chinese restaurant for
exchange customers.
The Exchange operates its own bread,
ice cream and water plant to support the
various retail outlets, convenience stores,
fast food establishments and commissaries.
Another food mission for The Exchange
is the operation of the USDA School
Lunch Program. It provides nutritious
lunches daily to K-12 students at DoDDS
schools throughout Europe following
the same regulations and guidelines as
schools throughout the United States. The
Exchange was appointed by the Army and
Air Force as the school feeding authority
overseas. It operates the program on a
break-even basis.

SERVICES

The Exchange provides just about every
service a person in Europe needs, from hair
care and laundry services to auto repair,
car washes, car rental, electronic repair
and optical services. Customers can come
to The Exchange for cell phones, residential
internet, phone service, and cable TV. There
are spas where you can get a massage, facial
or manicure and Exchange New Car Sales
where you are guaranteed a great price on
a new car.

GASOLINE

The Exchange also provides command
motorists with gasoline. It has its own onbase stations where gas can be purchased
Gateway Guide - Digital ISSUE
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AFN SATELLITE RECEIVER

FIND THE CLOSEST EXCHANGE

If you live off base and want to get the full
range of television and radio programming
from AFN through satellite, visit your
Exchange PowerZone to lease or purchase
an AFN receiver and dish. Don’t forget to
check with your landlord for permission to
mount the satellite dish. The AFN website
has instructions on how to set up the receiver once you have permission.

You can easily find any Exchange in Europe
(as well as in CONUS and the Pacific) at
www.shopmyexchange.com/ExchangeStores/
Choose the desired Region and Location. You’ll find complete information
about the stores, services and concessionaires as well as contact numbers and
operating hours.

The Exchange in the KMC
The KMC Consolidated Exchange covers the military communities in Ramstein Air
Base, Sembach, Panzer Kaserne, Daenner Kaserne, Kleber Kaserne, Kaiserslautern
Vogelweh, Pulaski Barracks, Kapaun Air Station, Rhine Ordnance Barracks,
Miesau Army Depot, Landstuhl Hospital and Baumholder. The Army and Air Force
Exchange Service (AAFES), now referred to as The Exchange, is a major part of
the big Kaiserslautern Military Community Center (KMCC) at Ramstein. The KMCC
is a retail and entertainment center housing state-of-the-art shopping, dining and
entertainment options. There is also a 350-room hotel, Outdoor Recreation Center
with a climbing wall and parking for 2,800 cars.
The Exchange Main Store at the KMCC has a large number of departments common
to most large department stores in the USA. The KMCC itself is modeled after a
large mall. A food court offers all your American favorites, such as burgers, pizzas
and tacos, and also some new food fare including Chinese specialties, seafood,
and a 50s Diner: Johnny Rockets.
If you want to relax, you can enjoy the new massage and wellness spa. Or you
can drop in for a cappuccino or browse the largest bookstore and internet café
in Europe. You'll find a wide variety of unique gifts and European souvenirs
throughout the mall. The stadium seating in the new 4-PLEX Theater will be just
like you find back home, offering movies throughout the afternoon and evening.
The Exchange Express stores are scattered throughout the KMC and Baumholder.
You'll find them on the south side of Ramstein and at Kleber, Landstuhl, Pulaski,
Rhine Ordnance Barracks and Sembach. Many are open longer than the Main
BX/PXs.
These KMC facilities are part of the Exchange Europe Region, headquartered in
Sembach, Germany. (Phone numbers for some stores, services and facilities are
also in the telephone directory.)
Sun 1000-2000
US Holidays 1000-1900
Phone: 06371-4079100
DSN 480-9732
Customer Service Phone:
06371-4079-222/223

Main Exchange for the KMC
Kaiserslautern Military Community
Center (KMCC)
Bldg 3336
Ramstein AB
Store Hours:
Mon-Sat 0900-2100
Gateway Guide - Digital ISSUE
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Taco Bell
Mon-Sat 1100-2100
Sun 1100-2000
06371-4079808

KMCC - Food Court
US Holidays - Hours: 0800-1900
Anthony’s Pizza
Mon-Thu 1100-2100
Fri-Sat 1100-2200
Sun 1100-2000
06371-4079811
DSN 480-9843

Other Exchange Stores and Services
in the KMCC Mall area
Auto Parts Store
Mon-Sat 0900-2100
Sun 1000-2000
US Holidays 1000-1900
06371-4079260

Baskin & Robbins
Mon-Sat 1100-2100
Sun 1100-2000
06371-4079814

Bookstore
Mon-Sat 0900-2100
Sun 1000-2000
US Holidays 1000-1900
06371-4079281

Captain D’s
Mon-Sat 1100-2100
Sun 1100-2000
06371-4079813

Cherish/Jewelry Store
Mon-Sat 0900-2100
Sun 1000-2000
US Holidays 1000-1900
06371-4079291

Charley’s
Mon-Sat 0700-2100
Sun 0800-2000
06371-4079812
Cinnabon
Mon-Sat 0700-2100
Sun 0800-2000
06371-4079816

Express
Mon-Sat 0700-2200
Sun 0900-2100
US Holidays 0800-2000
06371-4079271

Johnny Rockets
Mon-Sat 1030-2100
Sun 1030-2000
06371-4079807

Furniture Store
Mon-Sat 0900-2100
Sun 1000-2000
US Holidays 1000-1900
06371-4079244

Manchu Wok
Mon-Sat 1100-2100
Sun 1100-2000
06371-4079809
Starbucks
Mon-Sat 0600-2000
Sun 0600-1900 (Holidays 0600-1800)
06371-5959491

Military Clothing Sales (MCSS)
Mon-Fri 0900-1800
Sat 0900-1500
Sun & US Holidays Closed
06371-4079300
DSN 480-0911

Subway
Mon-Thu 1000-2100
Fri-Sat 1000-2200
Sun 1000-2000
06371-4079810

Optical Center
Mon-Fri 1000-1900
Sat-Sun & US Holidays
1000-1800
06371-8020358
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Optometry Care
Mon-Fri 0900-1800
Sat 0900-1600
Sun Closed
06371-8020450

Harley Davidson Bikes & Accessories
Mon-Sat 1000-2000
Sun 1000-1900
06371-462934
Hunkemoeller
Mon-Sat 1000-2000
Sun 1000-1900
06371-6176680

Power Zone
Mon-Sat 0900-2100
Sun 1000-2000
US Holidays 1000-1900
06371-4079242/ 243

Kaethe Wohlfahrt
Mon-Sat 1000-2000
Sun 1000-1900
06371-43746

Stripes Alterations
(inside the MCSS)
Mon-Fri 0900-1800
Sat 0900-1600
Sun Closed
06371-4908179

KICKZ
Mon-Sat 1000-2000
Sun 1000-1900
06371-9520273

Concessionaires in the KMCC Mall
Military New Car Sales
Mon-Fri 1000-1800
Sat-Sun Closed
06371-463334

Barber Shop
Mon-Sat 0900-2000
Sun 1000-1900
Tel: 06371-9520205

MK Krings
Mon-Sat 1000-2000
Sun 1000-1900
06371-613591

Bruni's Fashion Clothing
Mon-Sat 1000-2000
Sun 1000-1900
06371-4039380

Mobile Center SIGA
Mon-Sat 1000-2000
Sun 1000-1900
06371-9529335

Computer Repair, 2nd floor
Mon-Sat 1000-2000
Sun 1000-1900
06371-5607800

Polish Pottery
Mon-Sat 1000-2000
Sun 1000-1900
06371-406114

Enterprise Car Rental
Mon-Sat 1000-2000
Sun 1000-1900
06371-613840

RECON
Mon-Sat 1000-2000
Sun 1000-1900
06371-9525113

Fashion Jewelry
06371-614447
Mon-Sat 1000-2000
Sun 1000-1900

Seibel Shoes
Mon-Sat 1000-2000
Sun 1000-1900
06371-613083

H&R Block
Seasonal from January until June
06371-8020410
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S.Oliver
Mon-Sat 1000-2000
Sun 1000-1900
06371-404128

Wasgau Bakery
Mon-Sat 0600-2000
Sun 0600-1900
06371-462720

Shop Around the World
Mon-Sat 1000-2000
Sun 1000-1900
0159-03600338

Cineplex
Reel Time Theaters
Movie Times – Tel: 06371-404-9853
Kleber Kaserne Exchange Facilities

Sixt Car Rental
Mon-Sat 1000-2000
Sun 1000-1900
06371-613462
06371-43978

Express
Bldg. 3224
Mon-Fri 0730-1830
Sat 1100-1600
Sun 1100-1600
Phone: 0631-48677

Spa
Mon-Sat 0900-2000
Sun 1000-1900
US Holidays 1000-1800
06371-406262

Military Clothing with Alterations &
Cleaners
Bldg. 3231
Mon-Fri 0930-1730
Sat 1030-1400
Sun Closed
Tel: 0631-48676

Specialty Shop
Mon-Sat 1000-2000
Sun 1000-1900
06371-5608150

Anthony’s Pizza
Bldg. 3231
Mon-Fri 0730-1500
Sat & Sun Closed
0631-47436

Stylique Salon
Mon-Sat 0900-2000
Sun 1000-1900
US Holidays 1000-1800
06371-42408

Subway
Bldg. 3231
Mon-Fri 0700-1800
Sat & Sun Closed
DSN 483-7634

Swarovski
Mon-Sat 1000-2000
Sun 1000-1900
06371-8020490
TKS
Mon-Sat 1000-2000
Sun 1000-1900
Hotline 06371-8024958

Barber Shop
Bldg. 3221
Mon-Fri 0900-1700
Sat 0900-1600
Sun Closed
0631-75015564

Other Exchange Dining and Food in
the KMCC

New Car Sales
Bldg. 3231
Mon-Fri 0930-1300
Sat-Sun Closed
0631-34100519

Hofbraeuhaus
Mon-Sat 1000-2200
Sun 1000-2100
06371-8020480
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Landstuhl Exchange Facilities

24 hrs/7 days
0631-91891

Express with Gas Station
Bldg. 93718

Miesau Army Depot Exchange
Facilities

Mon-Fri 0600-2000
Sat 0830-1930
Sun 0900-1830
06371-611696

Express - Bldg 1300
Mon-Tues & Thurs-Fri 0730-1730
Wed 0730-1330
06372-8047

Landstuhl Express (Hospital)
Bldg. 3774
Anthony’s Pizza
Mon-Fri 1000-2000
Sat-Sun 1000-1700
06371-2764

Barber Shop
Tue & Thu 1000-1700
German & US Holidays Closed
DSN 481-3488
Panzer Kaserne Exchange Facilities

Burger King
Mon-Fri 0630-2000
Sat-Sun Closed
06371-2764

Subway
Mon-Fri 0800-1400
Sat-Sun & US Holidays Closed
0631-34100544

Subway
Mon-Fri 1000-2000
Sat-Sun 1000-1700
06371-2764

Barber Shop
Mon, Wed, Fri 0900-1400
Tue, Thu, Sat, Sun Closed
DSN 484-8140

Barber Shop
Mon-Fri 0900-1800
Sat 0900-1400
Sun Closed
DSN 486-7289

Pulaski Barracks Exchange Facilities
Express/Gas Station -Bldg. 2950
Sun-Thu 0600-2300
Fri-Sat 0600-2400
0631-350-4102

Mobile Center
Mon-Fri 0900-1700
Sat-Sun Closed
06371-9468671

Ramstein Air Base Exchange
Facilities (in addition to KMCC)

The Cleaners
Mon-Fri 1000-1800
Sat-Sun Closed
06371-616655

24hr Express with Gas Station
Bldg. 2490
Mon-Sun Open 24 hrs
06371-47-2940/ 5037

TKS
Mon-Fri 0900-1700
Sat-Sun Closed
06371-616808

Cleaners
North Side - Bldg. 408
Mon-Fri 0900-1800
Sat 1000-1500
Sun Closed
06371-42750

Launderette
Bldg 93718
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Southside Complex
Barber Shop
Bldg. 2162
Mon-Fri 0900-1700
Sat 1000-1600
Sun & German Holiday Closed
06371-944020

Sembach Kaserne Exchange
Facilities
Express/Gas Station
Bldg. 227
Mon-Fri 0730-1900
Sat 1100-1700
Sun Closed
06302-2170
DSN: 496-6403

Launderette
Bldg. 2163
24 Hours / 7 Days
0631-91891

Express - Bldg. 147
Barber Shop
Mon-Fri 1000-1800
Sat-Sun Closed
06302-9233539

Pet Grooming
Bldg. 2176
Mon-Fri 0730-1700
Sat 0900-1600
Sun Closed
06371-4668150

Class Six
Mon-Fri 0730-1900
Sat 1100-1700
Sun Closed
06302-7874
DSN: 496-7198

Food
Burger King
North Side
Bldg. 1135
Mon-Thu 0600-2200
Fri-Sat 0600-2400
Sun 0600-2100
06371-42691

TKS
Mon, Wed, Fri 1100-1800
Tue, Thu, Sat-Sun Closed
06302-81211

Subway - Terminal
Bldg. 3333
Mon-Fri 1000-1800
Sat-Sun Closed
06371-465086

Video Rental
Mon-Fri 0730-1900
Sat 1100-1700
Sun Closed
06302-7874
DSN: 496-7198

Subway Southside
Bldg. 2171
Mon-Fri 1000-1900
Sat-Sun 1100-1900
06371-43656
DSN 480-5866

Vogelweh Exchange Facility
Furniture Store Warehouse
Bldg 2043
0631-3507377
Customer Orders:
0631-34288503

Rhine Ordnance Barracks Exchange
Facilities
Express
Bldg. 292
Mon-Fri 0730-1800
Closed Sat, Sun, US Holidays
0631-90800
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Three Keys To

a successful relocaTion and sTay in

Germany

How To Germany Website
www.howtogermany.com

A comprehensive and up-to-date collection of
dozens of articles about living and working in
Germany. Well organized and easily navigable, the
website is essential reading for those relocating to
or now living in Germany. Links to many helpful
pages as well as information from advertisers
about important services, businesses and schools.

How To Germany Digital Magazines

Downloadable from the website, the How To
Germany Essentials Digital magazine is updated
and expanded quarterly. An absolute must for
a tablet, laptop or desktop computer. Easy to
read and navigate through, the digital magazine
includes active links to websites and advertisers for
readers that are web connected. It’s also valuable
as a stand alone quick reference publication.

2015
HOUSING
• BANKS
& BANKING
HOUSING
• BANKS
& BANKING
• HEALTH CARE
HEALTH
CARE
• WORK
PERMITS
WORK
PERMITS
• RESIDENCE
PERMITS
• TAXES
RESIDENCE
PERMITS
DRIVING
& DRIVER'S
LICENSES •• TAXES
INSURANCE
EDUCATION &
• GERMAN
RETIREMENT
PLANS
DRIVING
DRIVER'S
LICENSES
SELF-EMPLOYMENT
•
POSTAL
SERVICES
INSURANCE • EDUCATION
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS • RADIO & TV
GERMAN
RETIREMENT PLANS
S HOPPING • TELEPHONE SERVICES • & MORE...
SELF-EMPLOYMENT
TELEPHONE SERVICES
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS
RADIO & TV • SHOPPING
POSTAL SERVICES • & MORE...

How To Germany Print Magazine

An annual print publication that has the qualities
only available in print products - easily accessible,
durable and portable. Available through schools,
business, diplomatic facilities and many other
entities. Covers the basics of relocating and
settling in. A tangible asset for those on the way to
Germany. It is distributed free of charge.

info@howtogermany.com

www.howtogermany.com
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AFN- Europe

American Forces
Network

T

he American Forces Network Europe
(AFN Europe) provides that "touch
of home" with multiple radio and
television service to military members,
civilians and family members in the U.S.
European Command (USEUCOM). It is a
service of the American Forces Radio and
Television Service (AFRTS). AFN Europe
headquarters is located on
Sembach Kaserne, Germany
and there are affiliate offices
throughout the command.
The AFN Broadcast
C e n t e r a t M a rc h A i r
Reserve Base in Riverside,
California obtains the program material
broadcast by the network. This includes
most of the top rated U.S. television
shows, most major sporting events, many
syndicated radio programs and current
U.S. hit music.
The Broadcast Center sends all these
radio and television programs via satellite
to Europe, where they are decoded and
piped via cable to on-post locations. (Some
radio programming is still broadcast over
the air on AM and FM frequencies and
AFN radio programs are also streamed
over the Internet). People who don't live
on post or base can still get the programs
over satellite using a special receiver/
decoder and a standard satellite dish. A
digital receiver/decoder for this purpose
costs about $370, or can be rented for $18
a month and a dish can cost about $100.
Check with the Exchange Power Zones.
There may also be used receivers available
through various online marketplaces for
the military in Europe. Be sure if you buy a
used receiver that it is compatible with the
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digital signals sent by the satellite. Many
older receivers are “analog” and won’t
work anymore.

Television

On average, AFN Television broadcasts
nine of the top ten U.S. television programs, plus news and documentaries from
the States. Most major U.S.
sporting events are broadcast as well.
In Europe, people with
the proper satellite receivers and most people getting
AFN via cable can watch
the following AFN-TV services:
• AFN Sports. Expanded coverage of sporting events including ESPN’s SportsCenter,
MLB, NASCAR, NFL, NCAA Football and
Basketball and much more.
• AFN Prime Atlantic. This is the primary channel here. Programming includes
news, current sitcoms, dramas, popular
soap operas, talk shows, game shows and
reality shows. It is formatted much like a
traditional broadcast network schedule.
• AFN Spectrum. Is complementary to
AFN Prime and shows additional popular
entertainment, network and reality shows
as well as repeats of hit shows.
• AFN Prime Pacific. For people stationed
in the Pacific. Same programming as AFN
Prime Atlantic, but eight hours earlier.
• AFN News. Expanded news coverage with round-the-clock stateside news
22
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programs, including the morning shows
and nightly newscasts of the major networks, hourly newscasts, and political
talk shows.

the Power Network (AM) and the Eagle
(FM). The Power Network provides information, news and sports programming
around the clock in most U.S. European
Command locations, while the Eagle is
music-based with local information 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
The Power Network broadcasts news,
syndicated talk radio programs, sports
talk programs, National Public Radio
programs and other programming. Local
AFN stations also offer their own programming throughout the day. It also presents
political talk shows. Powernet is available
mostly on AM frequencies, but is broadcast
in FM in some locations.
The Eagle is broadcast over FM frequencies. It is a music-based service including
local information 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. Live local radio programming is available from most AFN local stations weekdays between 6 AM and 6 PM.
World and U.S. national news is broadcast
on the hour.

• AFN Xtra takes you on and off the field
with a highly-targeted blend of sports
events, Emmy-award winning talk shows
and unscripted series, action sports, and
videogaming programming, wrestling,
reality shows and programming from
Comedy Central and more.
• AFN Program Guide. Tells you what’s
currently playing on the other channels.
• Pentagon Channel. Your 24/7 source for
Defense Department news programs, press
conferences and major Defense Department
briefings on subjects impacting the troops.
• AFN Family. Programs reflecting traditional values with particular attention
given to ages 2-17.
• AFN Movie. A wide variety of movies,
complemented by specials that take the
viewer behind the scenes of the entertainment industry.

Radio over the Internet
AFN 360 is what AFN calls its Internet
service. You can listen to your local AFN
station as well as eight additional music
and information channels over the Internet
using your computer, tablet and Apple
iOS and Android devices. AFN 360 will
work in countries where AFN radio is
broadcast. You can listen to AFN 360 on
computers or portable devices connected in
Germany, Italy, Belgium, The Netherlands,
Spain, Turkey, the Azores, or on OCONUS
military workstations.
In addition to your local stations, you
can listen to AFN PowerNet Radio over
the internet.
A service called AFN 360 Global
includes the following seven music and
spoken word stations.

There are also many audio channels on
the satellite. You can get AFN’s radio affiliates, plus NPR and other stations. Your
screen usually shows the AFN Program
Guide from Channel 7 while the audio
programs are in progress.
The TKS cable company provides the
AFN programs, and a great deal of other
English-language TV to military housing
areas in Germany and Vicenza, Italy. There
are 4 different plans ranging in price from
€24.95 to €79.95 a month. The number of
channels available range from 36 to 113.
Many of the top US networks are available as well as local channels in German
and Italian.

• AFN 360 Country –country music from
today as well as the 70’s, 80’s and 90’s.

Radio

• AFN 360 Legacy – classic rock from the
60’s to the 80’s

Broadcast Radio
AFN offers two broadcast radio networks:
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• AFN 360 Freedom – a mix of Active,
Mainstream and Alternative rock for young
adults

tion from all the European AFN stations:
http://www.afneurope.net
AFN Europe is also on Facebook. And it
has a mobile app that can be downloaded.
The AFRTS website is http://www.
myafn.net.
Beginning August 1st, 2015 the help
desk at the AFN Broadcast Center in California handles all AFN decoder questions
and requests for technical assistance. Call
DSN 312-348-1339 or US civilian 951-4132339. The AFN Broadcast Center is staffed
around the clock to help.
In some instances, it's up to the customer to report their outage situation to
the local cable company. Satellite decoder
owners or renters should contact AAFES
or a qualified expert for repair information.
Customers in Germany receiving
both AFN programming and TKS commercial services via cable on post should
call or e-mail TKS Cable Service direct
for assistance. The telephone number is
0631-3522-499 and/or e-mail service@
tkscable.com.

• AFN 360 Gravity – Urban and Club hits
around the clock
• AFN 360 Hot AC – mass appeal young
adult current hits and pop music from the
80’s and 90’s. Includes American Top 40.
• AFN 360 Joe Radio – hits from the 80’s
and 90’s including a mix of rock, country,
crossovers, pop and dance music
• AFN 360 Power Talk – political talk radio
including voices from the right and left
• AFN 360 The Voice – news, talk and information with political commentators. AP,
Fox and NBC news along with military news

AFN Europe Contact
Information

AFN Europe has their own website with
useful information as well as informa-

AFN Radio FREQUENCIES IN EUROPE
Germany

Location
All areas

Location
PowerNet The Eagle
Amberg
1107
89.9
Ansbach
1485
107.3
Baumholder
106.1
Garmisch
1485
90.3
Geilenkirchen
1143
89.2
Grafenwoehr
1107
98.5
Hohenfels
1485
93.5
Illesheim
——
104.9
Kaiserslautern/
Ramstein
100.2
Pirmasens
103.0
Spangdahlem
1143
105.1
Stuttgart
105.1
Vilseck
1107 98.5 or 107.7
Wiesbaden
873
98.7

Location
Brunssum
Schinnen
Voekel AB
Location
Rota
Moron
Location
Incirlik

Belgium

Location
PowerNet The Eagle
Brussels
——
101.7
Chievres
——
107.9
Kleine Broegel AB ——
106.2
SHAPE
104.2
106.5
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Souda Bay
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ITALY

PowerNet The Eagle
107.0
106.0

NETHERLANDS

PowerNet The Eagle
1143
89.2
1143
89.2
——
107.9

Spain

PowerNet The Eagle
102.5
92.1

Turkey

PowerNet The Eagle
1590
107.1

Greece

PowerNet The Eagle
107.3
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Banks &
Credit Unions

M

members with essential information about
managing their personal finances.

ilitary personnel in Europe have
stateside-like banking services
at their disposal. Services of the
Community Bank and the various Federal
Credit Unions include checking and savings accounts, ATM access, loans, credit
and debit cards, online banking, automatic
bill payments, 24-hour telephone access,
bank-by-mail and currency conversion.

Online Resources

Increasingly, the internet is an important
medium for communicating and conducting business. This is especially true for service members who often are geographically
removed from family, friends and everyday
retail services. In order to better serve the
growing number of its account holders
who bank online, as well as all visitors
to its website, Community Bank offers an
extensive range of educational resources
and interactive tools. These include information that helps service members avoid
credit traps and make better choices when
borrowing money. Other resources include
information on budgeting, paying down
debt, saving money, setting financial goals
and investing. It also makes available useful tools, such as financial calculators and
checklists, and link visitors to other trusted
websites and organizations that also are
committed to helping service members
and their families.

COMMUNITY BANK

Community Bank is proud to be part of the
military communities it serves - not just as
bankers, but as citizens, as well. The shared
experience of living and serving with our
military abroad gives it a common perspective with its account holders and unique
insight into their financial needs.
How does it express the pride it feels
serving the overseas military communities?
It begins by providing the highest possible
level of banking service to its account
holders. Then it makes available, free of
charge, to all qualified individuals (not just
account holders), key localized services
such as currency exchange, wire transfers
and local bill payments. It continues by
providing a comprehensive program of
financial education on its website, in its
banking centers and local schools, and
through outreach to its communities.

Banking Center Help

In its banking centers, Community Bank offers financial readiness guides and toolkits
to help account holders better understand
their finances. Several major financial
readiness campaigns that reinforce the
importance-of-saving message run during
the year in the banking centers.

Ongoing Financial Education

Like most Americans, members of the
military, in general, do not save enough for
retirement. In fact, rather than save, many
service members struggle just to pay off
high-interest debt. The problem is so acute
that the Pentagon has characterized it as
a threat to our nation’s military readiness.
To help address this concern, Community
Bank is committed to providing service
Gateway Guide - Digital ISSUE

Partnering in the Community

On-base, the bank partners with base
commands and local schools to present
key personal finance information to a
variety of groups that include service
members, general audiences and stu25
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dents. Moreover, it works closely with
educators to develop lesson plans that
introduce students to important financial
life skills, and offers tools and materials
that help parents engage with children
on important topics, such as budgeting
and saving for future needs.

host of non-retail services to the military
that include financial logistics in support of
operations, as well as currency conversion
and disbursement to other on-base financial
and retail outlets.

Using Technology to Meet the Needs
of Our Troops

Banking Services

Easing Transfers. Military life is marked
by periodic moves. Military families routinely relocate every one to three years, and
the call to deploy can come at any time. For
these reasons, service members are often
not able to bank in person. Community
Bank has responded by making many
banking services available online and
by phone. Online, these services include
greater access to account information, including past and current statements, the
ability to view deposit slips and cancelled
checks, pay bills, and transfer money to
stateside accounts. The online experience
can be personalized to provide account
holders with helpful information about
their specific banking center, such as
locations and banking hours. There is a
special mobile banking app that make it
easier for iPhone, iPad, smart phone and
other devices to be used to access and
manage accounts.
Streamlining Operations. In addition
to providing customers with an unprecedented level of service, the bank is
using technology to make its operations
more efficient. Its consolidated banking
system connects all of its banking centers,
regardless of country. Not only does this
help it operate with greater efficiency, it
helps to facilitate the transition for their
customers, when relocating from one
country to another.
Online Loans. The online loan application system significantly reduces the
need for paperwork, in most cases, even
providing customers with an instant loan
decision.** Customers can apply for a
Community Bank loan 24/7 online. Just
one more way it’s using technology to
bring extra service to its customers and
efficiency to its operations.

Stateside-Style Services Abroad. Community Bank is proud to provide the
men and women of our military stationed
abroad with the same level of financial
services that Americans back home enjoy.
Where possible, it has customized these
services to address the unique needs of
service members. One example is a Standing Payment Order, which pays recurring
monthly bills such as rent, utilities and insurance. Not only are bills paid automatically, the U. S. Dollars in the customer’s
account are automatically converted to
the payee’s local currency, saving time
and money for the account holder. As
another example, it offers wire transfers
to stateside accounts and extensive online
banking services that are especially useful
for those who are deployed or otherwise
unable to bank in person.
Online Services. Through the bank’s
website, applying for a loan is quick and
easy. In most cases, it can even provide
applicants with an instant decision. While
online, account holders can also view
their current account statement, as well
as the previous six months of account
activity. The Go Paperless option saves
time and money, and enhances security
by foregoing mailed statements. Instead,
it notifies account holders by email, when
their new monthly account statement is
available for viewing online. The Payment
Imaging feature allows account holders to
view images of both checks and deposit
slips in the current and two previous
statement periods.

Non-retail Services

In addition to providing banking services
to individuals, the bank also provides a
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Website - For further information visit
the website at www.dodcommunitybank.
com.

Pentagon Federal Credit Union.
Web: www.penfed.org. Branch in the
Azores at Lajes Field.
Service Credit Union. Tel: 0631351-2030, DSN; 493-4384 Web: https://
www.servicecu.org/military/index.asp.
Branches in Ansbach, Baumholder, Garmisch, Grafenwöhr, Hohenfels, Kaiserslautern, Ramstein, Sembach, Spangdahlem, Stuttgart and Vilseck.
Authorized customers of the Credit
Unions are pretty much the same as those
for the Community Bank. One difference,
until recently, was that Europe-based
retirees could also use the Credit Unions.
This has been changed and retirees can no
longer open new accounts at the Credit
Unions, though retirees who already had
accounts may keep them.
Retirees denied access to the military
financial institutions do, however, have
the advantage of the Defense Department's
International Direct Deposit program.
For more information, with a list of
participating countries, go to: www.
dfas.mil/

**Credit subject to approval. Normal credit standards apply.

CREDIT UNIONS

Credit Unions are another part of the
military banking structure. They are notfor-profit financial cooperatives owned by
their members. All members of a credit
union have equal voting rights, regardless
of their deposit balance, and profits are
returned to members in the form of such
things as higher savings rates and lower
loan rates. There are presently four Credit
Unions serving the military in Europe.
Andrews Federal Credit Union. Tel:
Europe Headquarters in Germany: +49 (0)
611-9787-600. Web: www.andrewsfcu.org.
Branches in Brussels, Chievres, Schinnen,
and Wiesbaden.
Keesler Federal Credit Union. RAF
Lakenheath, Tel: (+44 (0)1638-533268, Web:
www.kfcu.org. Branches in Alconbury,
Lakenheath and Mildenhall.

Community Bank and Credit Unions in the KMC
Community Bank Branch Office Locations in the KMC
DSN: 481-3565
Hours of Operation:
Tuesday & Friday: 0930-1300, 14001600
ATM located on site

Kleber Kaserne
Building 3203
Phone: 0631 42071/72
DSN: 483-8833
Hours of Operation:
Monday-Friday: 0900-1600
Payday: 0830-1600

Ramstein North (KMCC)
Building 3336
Phone: 06371 59050
DSN: 480-6538
Hours of Operation:
Monday-Saturday:1000-1700
ATM located on site

Landstuhl (Medical Center)
Building 3774
Phone: 06371 908-0/-16
DSN: 486-7930/7933/8409
Hours of Operation:
Monday-Friday: 0900-1600
Payday: 0830-1600
ATM located on site

Ramstein South
Building 2163
Phone: 06371 98170
DSN: 480-2390
Hours of Operation:
Monday-Friday: 0900-1600
ATM located on site

Miesau Army Depot
Building 1345
Phone: 06372-7771
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Sembach Kaserne
Building 149
Phone: 06302-5071
DSN: 496-7406/7308
Hours of Operation:
Monday-Friday: 0900-1600
ATM located on site

Vogelweh
Commissary Building 2030
Phone: 0631 4147180
DSN: 489-0280/0281
Hours of Operation:
Monday-Friday: 1000-1700
Saturday: 1000-1400

Community Bank ATM Locations in the KMC
Daenner Kaserne
Bldg #3109

Enlisted Club
Bldg #2140

Germersheim
Bldg #7846

Commissary
Bldg #1200

Kapaun AS
Kapaun Post Office
Bldg #2763

Officer's Club
Bldg #302
North Post Office
Bldg #426

Kleber Kiosk
Next to Bldg #3203

Ramstein Lodge
Bldg #1002

Landstuhl
Ramstein Inn
Bldg #3752

Rhine Ordnance Barracks
Bldg #163

Gas Station
Bldg #3718

Sembach
Combined Club
Bldg # 220

Community Club
Bldg #3780

Vogelweh
Armstrongs Club
Bldg #1036

Panzer Kaserne
Bldg #3005
Pirmasens
Bldg #4107
Ramstein
KMCC Hotel/Wasgau Bakery
Bldg #3336
KMCC Foodcourt
Bldg #3336

Service Credit Union Locations in the KMC
Kleber Branch
Bldg #3226
Phone: 0631-340-4085
DSN 483-7944
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KMCC Branch
Suite M20
Bldg #3336
Phone: 06371-613690
Hours Of Operation:
Monday - Sunday 10:00 a.m. - 6:p.m.
ATM on site
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Ramstein Branch
Building #2410
Phone: 06371-463-9600
DSN 480-2425/5556
Hours Of Operation:
Mon-Fri: 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

ServicePoint
Kapaun Air Station
Building 2762
Phone: 0631-351-2030
Hours Of Operation:
Monday - Sunday Open 24 hours
ATM on site

Sembach Branch
Cullen Ave
Bldg 147
Phone: 06302 924000
Hours Of Operation:
Mon-Fri: 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Service Credit Union ATM locations in the KMC
Kapaun Air Station
ServicePoint
Building 2762

Ramstein Branch Office
Building #2410
Commissary Drive-up
Building #1134

Landstuhl Hospital
Bldg. 3775

Sembach
Commissary
Building 88

Ramstein
KMCC
Food Court by (Baskin-Robbins)
Building #3336

Vogelweh
Commissary
Building #2031

KMCC
Across from Shoppette
Building #3336
AMC Passenger Terminal)
Building #3333
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de ca

Defense Commissary Agency

T

he team of professionals at the Defense Commissary Agency works
hard to make your commissary shopping worth the trip -- the place where customers love to shop and where employees
love to work. The DeCA team is a dedicated
group of people committed to providing
the armed services community a valuable
benefit to supplement military income as an
integral part of members' overall military
pay and benefits package.
A quality assortment of groceries and
household supplies is offered to authorized commissary shoppers at greater
savings today than at any other time in
DeCA's history. DeCA Europe, responsible for 35 commissaries in 8 countries,
is headquartered on Kapaun Air Station
in Kaiserslautern.
Commissary products are sold at cost,
with only a five percent surcharge added
for commissary maintenance and construction. In general, using the commissary over
the local supermarket can save customers
more than 30 percent on their grocery bill.
Standard departments at the commissaries are groceries, dairy products, frozen
food, meat, produce, health and beauty
items, household and tobacco products.
The fresh meats include vacuum-packed
USDA Choice American beef, natural
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Angus beef and high-quality European
pork and chicken.
In addition to these standard items,
larger commissaries have bakeries and
delis, which, among other things, offer
rotisserie chicken and fresh made-to-order
sandwiches. Larger stores may also offer
fresh pizzas, a hot foods department, salad
bar and plants. Many of the bakeries have
been converted to the popular self-serve
concept allowing customers to select, bag
and price their own pastries and breads.
All sorts of special orders are possible. In
the meat department, special cuts or large
quantities may be ordered by speaking to
a meat counter employee. For your party
you can get trays featuring deli meat,
cheese, fruit or vegetables. Special occasion cakes can be ordered and fruit or gift
baskets created for a spectacular gift.
All commissaries now offer a $25 and
$50 Gift Cards which can be purchased at
in a store or online at the Commissary’s
website. This is the perfect gift for that
teacher, baby sitter or new mother. The five
percent surcharge is applied only when
the bearer of the voucher presents it in
payment for purchases.
Though prices are low to start
with, the commissary agency strives
to improve even on these values.
30
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Coupons are accepted by
all European commissaries,
including internet coupons,
up to six months after their
stateside expiration date.
Additionally, check out the
extra savings to be had on
various items from industry
partners. Go to the website
at www.commissaries.com for
details and downloadable,
printable coupons.
DeCA has identified name
brand products that provide consistent value, based on an average
lower price than the equivalent
store, private label item.
Look for the orange "VALUE"
tags on about 300 products in 33
categories. These include frozen
vegetables, pizza and entrees,
pet foods, health and beauty care, cereals,
cleaning supplies, soft drinks, and coffee,
just to name a few.
Disabled customers are permitted
into the commissaries a half hour before
opening time, and electric shopping carts
with baskets may be available. One thing
to remember when shopping: baggers are
not commissary employees and they work
for tips only. Speaking of bags, DeCA is
more earth friendly than ever, offering an
assortment of reusable bags at a low price
and encouraging customers to move away
from the disposable plastic bags in favor
of reusables in the fabric of their choice.
A team of professional merchandisers at DeCA Europe headquarters works
extremely hard to satisfy "most of the
people, most of the time" but don't expect
to see an abundance of U.S. regional specialties like your favorite mom and pop
BBQ sauce from Little Town, USA. DeCA
just doesn't have the shelf space to stock
such items and small companies don't
have the ability to ship overseas. DeCA's
stock assortment is based on the top selling
nationwide name brand products, though.
So if your tastes and shopping habits are
fairly typical, you are likely to find most
Gateway Guide - Digital ISSUE

of your stateside favorites readily available
at your European commissaries.
As a general rule active duty U.S. military, DoD civilians and their dependents
may shop at the commissaries if they
are stationed in Europe. Such personnel
visiting from the U.S. generally may not
shop there. Retirees living long-term in
Germany and Italy may also shop in the
commissaries with the proper paperwork,
but they may not buy tobacco and other
rationed items and they must pay duty on
all they buy.
Check out www.commissaries.com and
click on locations to find European store
pages. Under consumer information you
will find a monthly newsletter and new
product listing, as well as other special
information pertinent to stores in Europe.
Defense Commissary Agency is live on
Facebook and YourCommissary can be
found on Twitter.
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DeCA Facilities in the KMC
Ramstein Air Base Commissary - Bldg. 1200
Normal hours: Sunday - Saturday 0900 – 2100
Early Bird hours: Sunday – Saturday 0730 – 0900
Deli hours: Sunday 0900 – 2000, Monday – Saturday 0900 – 2100
Tel: DSN 480-6712/7159, Civilian 06371-47-6712/7159

Store Services
ATM
Bakery
Custom Photo Cakes
Deli

Fresh Pizza
Fresh Sandwiches to go
Hot Foods Dept
Party Cakes

Plants
Rotisserie Chicken
Salad Bar

Sembach Commissary - Bldg. 88
Normal hours: Monday – Wednesday 1000 – 1800, Thursday 1100 – 1900
Friday 1000-1800, Closed Saturday and Sunday
Early Bird hours: Sunday – Monday – Wednesday 0930 – 1000
Thursday 1030 - 1100 – 1800, Friday 0930 – 1000, Closed Saturday and Sunday
Deli hours: Monday – Wednesday 1000 – 1800, Thursday 1100 – 1900, Friday 10001800, Closed Saturday and Sunday
Tel: DSN 496-7420, Civilian 0630-67-7420

Store Services
ATM
Bakery
Deli

Fresh Sandwiches to go
Hot Foods Dept
Party Cakes

Plants
Rotisserie Chicken
Salad Bar

Vogelweh Commissary - Bldg. 2030
Normal hours: Sunday - Saturday 0900 – 2100
Early Bird hours: Sunday – Saturday 0730 – 0900
Deli hours: Sunday 0900 – 1900, Monday – Saturday 0900 – 2100
Telephone: DSN 489-6828, Civilian 0631-3543-00-223/631

Store Services
ATM
Bakery
Deli
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Fresh Sandwiches to go
Hot Foods Dept
Party Cakes
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Plants
Rotisserie Chicken
Salad Bar
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Dodea

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
EDUCATION ACTIVITY
Teaching the children of America's military families worldwide

T

he Department of Defense Education Activity (DoDEA) is a civilian
agency of the U.S. Department of
Defense, dedicated to teaching the children
of America's military families worldwide.
The DoDEA Director oversees all
agency functions from headquarters in
Arlington, Virginia. DoDEA schools are
organized into three Areas, each of which
is managed by an Area Director. Within
each Area, schools are organized into
Districts headed by Superintendents. Principals of individual schools report to their
Superintendent, who in return reports to
the Area Director.

quent moves, the transient rate for DoDEA
schools is 35 percent. Children of contractors, NAF employees and others may be
eligible for space available enrollment.
Some categories are required to pay
tuition, which ranged from $11,148 to
$25,440 in the 2015-2016 school year.
Details are on the Web at www.dodea.edu/
Europe/enrollment/payment.cfm.

ASSESSMENT SYSTEMS

DoDEA monitors student progress through
the use of standardized tests. All students
in grades three through 11 take the Terra
Nova Achievement Test, a norm-referenced
test, each spring. DoDEA-E fourth and
eighth grade students also take the National Assessment of Educational Progress,
"the Nation's Report Card".

Department of Defense
Education Activity- Europe

DoDEA-E is headquartered in Wiesbaden,
Germany, and is on the web at www.
dodea.edu/Europe. It presently operates
79 schools organized in four Districts
located in 9 countries: Bahrain, Belgium,
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal,
Spain, Turkey and the United Kingdom.
All DoDEA-E schools are fully accredited
by U.S. accreditation agencies. Over 5,000
educators and support staff serve its approximately 35,000 students.
DoDEA-E serves the children of military service members and Department of
Defense civilian employees throughout
the European Command. Children of
enlisted military personnel constitute
roughly 80 percent of enrollment. Since
military assignments often result in freGateway Guide - Digital ISSUE

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

Administration of plans and programs is
managed by the Director, DoDEA-E, and
by the four District Superintendents. The
DoDEA-E instructional program provides
a comprehensive prekindergarten through
12th-grade curriculum that is competitive with that of any school system in the
United States. The curriculum includes
Early Childhood and Special Education
components. A wide range of rigorous
courses is offered to enable students to
excel academically. Older students benefit
from curricular enhancements such as
Advanced Placement and Professional
Technical Studies classes. In-depth descrip33
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REGISTRATION, TRANSCRIPT
INFORMATION

tions of DoDDS-E curricular and adjunct
programs are on the web at www.dodea.
edu/Europe/education/index.cfm. Advanced technology is integrated into every
content area beginning in the lower grades.
Supplementary programs include foreign
language, Talented and Gifted, host nation
and compensatory education classes.
DoDEA-E also runs an extensive distance-learning program that enables students in remote sites or small schools to
take the most advanced courses. A Virtual
High School has been offered by DoDEA
for several years. More www.dodea.edu/
virtualhs/DV/HS/dvhs/index.cfm.
In accordance with the Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act, DoDEA-E
provides appropriate public education to
eligible students with disabilities. A full
continuum of special education services
is available. Families should consult with
Exceptional Family Member Program representatives to learn about specific services
available at each site.

Families can begin the DoDEA-E registration process online. On arrival at school,
required, hard-copy documents include:
sponsor's travel orders or similar documents of eligibility; child's immunization
record; birth certificate or passport of new
kindergarteners or first-graders to verify
the date of birth; and student records from
schools previously www.dodea.edu/Europe/enrollment/index.cfm
For DoDEA-E graduates and students
moving on to other school systems, record
and transcript request procedures are
www.dodea.edu/students/transcripts.cfm.

Schools in the KMC

There are 11 schools in the Kaiserslautern
M i l i t a r y C o m m u n i t y. T h e y a r e
Kaiserslautern Elementary School (K5), Kaiserslautern Middle School (68), Kaiserslautern High School (9-12)
Landstuhl combined Elementary/Middle
(K-6), Vogelweh Elementary School (K-5),
Sembach Elementary School (K-3) and
Sembach Middle School (4-8). On Ramstein
Air Base there is a High School, (9-12)
Middle School (6-8), Intermediate School
(3-5) and Elementary School (K-2).

SECURE SCHOOLS

The safety and security of students are of
continuous concern to DoDEA-E. Schools
work very closely with local commands to
ensure that contingency plans are always
in place. Policies with regard to drugs,
alcohol, safe schools, weapons, gangs,
and anti-terrorism help administrators
maintain safe learning environments and
pursue the academic mission with a minimum of distractions.
DoDEA-E schools are an important
element of stability in European Command
communities. They help students and
military families maintain a sense of normality during times of deployment and
conflict. A strong family support network
helps student cope and focus during difficult times.
An active School Advisory Committee
process enables parents to influence school
policies and operations. Clearly delineated
procedures allow parents to resolve problems or issues using an established chain
of command.
Gateway Guide - Digital ISSUE
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Military Postal
Services
The MPSA (Military Postal Service Agency) works closely with the
(USPS) United States Postal Service to ensure mail for military and
diplomatic personnel around the world moves efficiently and quickly

A

uthorized personnel outside the
United States are served by a special
military mail service (MPSA – Military Postal Service Agency) that provides:

serves the US Army and US Air Force. The
FPO (Fleet Post Office) serves the US Navy
on ships at sea and on bases.
Authorized Patrons are service
members, DoD civilian employees and
DoD contractor employees assigned to
overseas posts. The service is not available to personnel visiting Europe. Mail is
processed, dispatched and collected from
collection boxes, a minimum of five days a
week. Inbound mail flows into the theater
seven days per week.
Postage stamps are available at more
than just your local post office. The
Exchange and their convenience stores
also sell them. Consolidated Mail Rooms
(CMR) and Unit Mail Rooms (UMR)
provide mail collection boxes (identifiable
by their brown color) for articles with the
correct postage applied.

• Mail service to and from distant locations
(in approximately 85 countries) via transfer
points inside the U.S.
• Mail service to servicemen and women at
domestic rates, no matter where stationed
• A flexible process to keep mail flowing
to mobile military units
• A level of security, obscuring the actual
location of the military addressee
All mail going to a servicemember and
other authorized patrons is directed to an
APO/FPO address. This funnels the mail
to a small number of gateway cities where
a military mail processing facility is set up
to direct it from there.
In 2009, U.S. diplomatic mail was
separated from military mail. A new
designation of DPO was established for
diplomatic mail.
The Military Post Offices (APOs, FPOs)
and the MPSA operate as an extension of
the United States Postal Service (USPS),
consistent with public law and Federal
regulations. APOs and FPOs provide
efficient and responsive postal services to
authorized personnel and activities overseas during both normal and contingency
operations. The APO (Army Post Office)
Gateway Guide - Digital ISSUE

Mail to a German Address

Letters mailed to a local German address
can use US postage stamps at the same rate
as mail to the Continental United States
(CONUS). However, the letters must 1)
have a military APO return address, and
2) be mailed from an APO in Germany (not
authorized from APOs in other countries).
NOTE: Parcels may also be sent at the
U.S. domestic postage rate, but a customs
declaration is required.

Customs

Customs forms are required for all packages entered into the MPS and must be
itemized. Mailing packages stateside from
35
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abroad involves many prohibitions, restrictions and import duty rules. Avoid the
pitfalls by getting the "International Mail
Imports" pamphlet from a military customs
office. Many people do not know that the
Department of Agriculture could fine you
anywhere from $100 to $500 and sometimes
even more if you mail any meat or meat
by-products to CONUS. A customs declaration has to be on every parcel going to the
States and falsifying it is a federal offense.

from your supporting Consolidated Mail
Room or Unit Mail Room as often as
possible. Due to limited mailroom facility space, some mailrooms are becoming
overburdened with mail that is ready
and available for delivery and this creates
staging area problems for new mail that
arrives daily.
Planning on taking an extended vacation? It is advisable to stop by your mail
room and let them know you are going
to be away for awhile. You can fill out
temporary mail instructions to hold mail,
forward it or have someone pick it up for
you.

Prohibited Items

Some things cannot be mailed through the
Military Postal System or are prohibited
entry into the United States. There are also
prohibitions on certain items being shipped
from the USA to military destinations.
Items that cannot be mailed to the
USA from overseas include, but are not
limited to: alcoholic beverages (beer, wine,
liquor-filled candies), flammable materials (cigarette lighter fluid, matches, oil),
explosives (fireworks, ammunition), compressed gases (aerosol containers, butane,
propane), most weapons (handguns,
switchblade knives, spent ammunition,
shells or similar "war trophies"), foreign
meat products (fresh or dried meat, canned
meat, meat in soups or sauces), fresh fruits,
plants and Cuban cigars.
Individuals who deliberately use the
Military Postal Service to send or attempt
to send non-mailable or prohibited items
may be subject to prosecution and hefty
fines.
Some items that cannot be mailed from
the USA include, but are not limited to:
mobile phones, GPS hardware and software, major appliances and oversized
products, obscene articles, Family Radio
Service (FRS) radios, any matter depicting
nude or semi nude persons, pornographic
or sexual items, non-authorized political
materials, cordless phones and FM transmitters.

Links and downloads:

The website of the MPSA (Military Postal
Service) Agency is here. (http://hqdainet.
army.mil/mpsa/index.htm)
You can download a condensed FAQ
brochure from the MPSA here. (http://
hqdainet.army.mil/mpsa/faqweb.pdf)
The USPS website page for Military
and Diplomatic Mail is here. (https://
w w w. u s p s . c o m / s h i p / a p o - f p o - d p o .
htm?pov=internationa)
A download with faq about military mail
from the USPS is here. (http://about.usps.
com/publications/pub640.pdf)
Stamps.com offers a Military Mail Guide
download in pdf format from November
2014 at this link. (http://www.stamps.
com/whitepapers/usps-military-mailguide.pdf)

Mail Pick-up

If your sponsor is deployed, ensure that
you check for and take delivery of mail
Gateway Guide - Digital ISSUE
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TRICARE
OVERSEAS

I

f you are active duty military or a member of an active-duty military family living overseas, you have three options for
receiving health care: TRICARE Overseas
Program (TOP) Prime, TOP Standard and
TOP Prime Remote There are important
differences between the three. The TRICARE Overseas Program (TOP) regional
contractor is International SOS Government Services, Inc.
There are also TRICARE programs
for overseas retirees (TRICARE For
Life), Selected Reserve and their family
members assigned overseas (TRICARE
Reserve Select®), Retired Reserve
and their families (TRICARE Retired
Reserve®), young adults (TRICARE
Young Adults) and a continued health
care benefit program that offers temporary transitional coverage after (CHCBP)
TRICARE eligibility ends.

processing. For those who do not attend a
formal in-processing, enrollment may be
completed at the local TRICARE Service
Center as soon as possible after arrival to
avoid potential out of pocket expenses.
There are several reasons why a family
member should consider enrolling in TOP
Prime:
Primary Care Manager
If you enroll in TOP Prime you will know
your Primary Care Manager (PCM) by
name. A PCM is a provider who will take
care of you on a regular basis and manage
your care even when referred to a specialist.
Priority for Care
If you choose to enroll in TOP Prime you
will be provided the highest priority for
care in the MTFs.
Enhanced Preventive Medicine Benefits
You will enjoy access to specific preventive
medicine benefits. The philosophy and
focus behind TOP Prime is to keep you
healthy and encourage you to live a healthy
lifestyle, not to simply treat diseases and
conditions when they occur. Preferred
Provider Networks (PPN)
TOP Prime enrollees will have access
to both military medical facilities and
networks of local host-nation providers
managed by the TOP Prime Contractor,
International SOS. Wherever possible
or available, most of your care will be
provided by the PCM to whom you are
assigned. If specialized care is not available within the MTF your PCM will refer
you to specialists within the PPN. Providers of the PPN are screened for quality and
agree to file TRICARE claims for Prime
patients. In most cases, these providers
will speak English, but when they don't

TOP Prime

Active Duty Members
All active duty members must enroll in
TOP Prime upon assignment to the theater.
Active duty members will primarily see
military physicians at Military Treatment
Facilities (MTFs) and may be referred to
host-nation specialists on the local economy as required.
Active Duty Family Members
Active duty family members must choose
between TOP Prime or TOP Standard. If
you choose TOP Standard, no enrollment
is necessary. To obtain coverage under TOP
Prime you must be command sponsored
and complete an enrollment form at the
TRICARE Service Center. Normally, the
enrollment for both active duty members
and their families is done during inGateway Guide - Digital ISSUE
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bilingual patient liaisons are available in
most locations to serve as interpreters.

TOP Standard may be the decision
for you if you prefer to receive your care
directly from the host nation provider of
your choice.

Access to Care Standards
The Department of Defense has published
access standards for all TRICARE Prime
enrollees: one day for urgent care, whether
primary or specialty; one week for a routine primary visit; four weeks for a health
prevention visit (e.g. pap smear); and four
weeks for routine specialty care. MTFs
must meet these access standards or refer
enrollees to a preferred provider within
the network.

TRAVELING WITH TRICARE

When you are covered by TOP Standard
or enrolled in TOP Prime, your TRICARE
benefit is always available to you, whether
you are traveling on vacation, whether you
stay in Eurasia-Africa, travel to another
overseas area or head back to the states.
However, your Prime enrollment protects
you even further by ensuring priority care
at all military medical facilities and prevents you from incurring high-cost medical
bills when you are away from home.

What Do You Need To Do?
If you need more information or wish to
enroll in TOP Prime, you should simply
contact the nearest TRICARE Service Center. After enrolling a TOP Prime enrollment
card will be mailed to you.

TOP Prime Enrollees
TOP Prime enrolled members needing
emergency medical care while traveling should obtain care from the nearest
military or civilian medical facility and
contact International SOS immediately
following the emergency episode. Authorization is not needed for emergency care.
If required to pay up-front for the service
International SOS will assist with claims
filing procedures.

TOP Prime Remote
TOP Prime Remote provides TRICARE
Prime benefits to active duty service members and their eligible family members
residing with them in remote overseas
locations. Enrollment is required, but there
are no enrollment fees. If you do not have
an assigned Primary Care Manager, International SOS Government Services, Inc.
will assist you in arranging and managing
your health care needs.

Traveling In Eurasia-Africa or Other
Overseas Locations
As a TOP Prime enrolled member, your
medical benefit covers you wherever you
travel overseas. If you are not certain
where to go, contact International SOS
or the nearest TRICARE Service Center
regarding local networks of civilian www.
tricare-overseas.com/Provider.htm
Pre-authorization is required for all
non-emergent civilian care received overseas. You must contact the TOP contractor,
International SOS, before care is rendered
for assistance with pre-authorization. See
www.tricare-overseas.com/contactus for
country specific toll free numbers. Obtaining pre-authorization will ensure your
claims are processed without problems.
Non-emergent care claims submitted
without an authorization will be paid at

TOP Standard

Family members who are not eligible or
choose not to enroll in TOP Prime will automatically be covered by TOP Standard.
Coverage is automatic as long as your information is current in the Defense Enrollment
Eligibility Reporting System (DEERS). There
are no enrollment fees for this program. TRICARE Standard is a fee for service program
that provides flexibility for members to see
most civilian medical providers as needed,
without authorization. With this flexibility
come some out-of-pocket expenses such
as deductibles and percentage cost-shares.
Appointments at military treatment facilities
are on a space available basis.
Gateway Guide - Digital ISSUE
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the Point of Service (POS) rate, which
includes a high deductible and cost share.
If you are referred to a member of the
preferred provider network, the physician
may submit your claim to ISOS/WPS.
Prime beneficiary claims for authorized,
covered services will be paid in full.
Standard beneficiaries do not require preauthorization for most services. Covered
services will be paid after deductibles and
cost-shares are taken into consideration.
It is not uncommon for overseas, nonnetwork providers to require payment
up-front before the delivery of care. If
this occurs, patients should file a claim for
reimbursement after the fact.

claims for family care in the US should
be mailed to ISOS/WPS Overseas Claims
department.
Traveling Outside the Region for Over
60 Days
If you will be traveling away from your
Prime enrolled location for a period that
exceeds 60 days, you should transfer your
Prime enrollment, if available. To transfer
your Prime enrollment you must complete
an enrollment form with the new TRICARE region by contacting either a local
TSC or the regional contractor (contact
info above). The TRICARE representative should assist you with choosing a
new Primary Care Manager and provide
information on the local civilian network
of providers. When you return to EurasiaAfrica you will again need to contact your
TOP TSC to transfer your Prime enrollment
back to the overseas location. By doing
this you ensure no gaps in your Prime
coverage. If Prime is not available where
you are staying you will need to disenroll
from TOP Prime and use your TRICARE
Standard benefit.

Traveling in the USA
If you need emergency medical care when
traveling in the USA, you are not required
to seek authorization for care. For emergency care engage the 911 services or go
to the nearest emergency room. Contact
International SOS immediately following
emergency care. For urgent care, if available, go to the nearest MTF. If a MTF is not
available take the following steps:
Call the applicable toll-free number for
the region in which you are seeking care
to find out if there is a TRICARE network
provider located near you.
TRICARE North - 1-877-TRI-CARE
(874-2273); www.hnfs.net
TRICARE South - 1-800-444-5445; www.
humana-military.com
TRICARE West - 1-888-TRI-WEST (8749378); www.triwest.com
If there is no network provider, make
sure the civilian provider you choose
accepts the TRICARE allowable charges
as payment in full. Otherwise, you may
be responsible for 15% of the TRICARE
allowable charges.
Contact International SOS for preauthorization for all non-emergent care.
If the provider "accepts" TRICARE
they should file the claim for you. If the
provider does not "accept" TRICARE you
may be expected to pay first and then file
the claim for yourself. In either event all
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Children Attending School
in the USA

Children of active duty members assigned
overseas who attend school or college in the
USA must transfer their Prime enrollment
to the region that services the area where
they are attending school, if Prime is available. If TRICARE Prime is not available in
their area, they must disenroll from TOP
Prime but will be covered by TRICARE
Standard. Standard coverage is automatic
as long as your information is current in
DEERS. Visiting students or other eligible
family members may re-enroll in TOP
Prime if they are still command sponsored
and live with their active duty sponsor on
an overseas assignment. When returning
to school in the US, the TOP TRICARE
Service Center needs to be notified and
if re-enrolling to Prime in the U.S., the
CONUS contractor will need an updated
enrollment form.
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Note: Children of retirees who are
enrolled in TRICARE Prime in the states
but spend their summers in Eurasia-Africa
should notify their regional TRICARE office
for assistance with Prime disenrollment.

that is offered at select facilities around
Eurasia-Africa. If you are eligible for care
in a MTF you may inquire about TRICARE
Plus enrollment availability with that particular MTF.
Bear in mind that this applies for
overseas residing members. If you are
enrolled in TRICARE Prime or a Medicare HMO in the continental U.S. you are
not eligible for overseas TRICARE Plus
enrollment. If you cannot enroll or choose
not to enroll in TRICARE Plus, it does not
affect TRICARE For Life benefits or other
existing programs you may be signed up
for. Eligible beneficiaries with existing
relationships with primary care providers
at military treatment facilities will have the
first opportunity to enroll as long as the
facility has the capacity and resources to
offer the TRICARE Plus program.

U.S. Prime Enrolled Members
Visiting in Eurasia-Africa

If a U.S. Prime enrolled member (active
duty family member or retiree/family
member) is visiting in Eurasia-Africa for
a short stay, they may remain enrolled
to Prime in their U.S. region. However, if
they need non-emergent, civilian medical
care they must have authorization from the
TOP contractor, International SOS. Claims
will process as Point of Service applying
high deductibles and cost shares if preauthorization is not obtained. Emergency
care does not require authorization but International SOS should be contacted prior
to seeking any necessary follow up care.

Retiree Catastrophic Cap
Another significant benefit for the retiree
population is the TRICARE Catastrophic
Cap of $3,000. A "catastrophic cap" is the
maximum amount of out-of-pocket expenses a family will incur during any one
fiscal year. This includes the family's annual deductible and cost shares for covered
medical care received during the fiscal year.
Once the "cap" has been reached, TRICARE
will pay in full for covered care provided
during the rest of that fiscal year. This
can drastically reduce your out-of-pocket
medical care costs.

RETIREES

Overseas retirees and their eligible family
members enjoy many of the same TRICARE
healthcare options as retirees living in the
states, but there are differences. The biggest
is that TRICARE Prime is not available to
retirees or retired family members staying
overseas. The type of TRICARE benefits
available to you may depend on where
you live, what type of military treatment
facility (if any) is near you, and your own
personal healthcare choices. As TRICARE
Standard members you will be responsible
for deductibles and cost shares. You may be
required to pay up-front for medical care
and file your own claims for reimbursement. See your Beneficiary Counseling
and Assistance Coordinator (BCAC) at
your local TRICARE Service Center, contact the Global TRICARE Service Center
by calling (215) 942-8393, or see www.
tricare-overseas.com/contactus for country
specific toll free numbers.

TRICARE YOUNG ADULT

According to the TRICARE Handbook “The
TRICARE Young Adult (TYA) program is a
premium-based health care plan available
for purchase by qualified dependents. Until
reaching age 26, adult-age dependents may
purchase TYA coverage based on the eligibility established by their uniformed service
sponsor and where they live. Command
sponsorship is required for TYA Prime
enrollment overseas. TYA includes medical and pharmacy benefits, but excludes
dental coverage. Visit www.tricare.mil/
tyafor information about TYA coverage.”

TRICARE Plus
TRICARE Plus is a military treatment
facility primary care enrollment program
Gateway Guide - Digital ISSUE
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CONTACT INFORMATION

Non-Active Duty Overseas (EurasiaAfrica) Claims
TRICARE Overseas Program
P.O. Box 8976
Madison, WI 53708-8976

Persons needing overseas emergency
medical care in Eurasia-Africa may call
the Medical Assistance Number at +44-208762-8133 or log onto www.tricare-overseas.com/contactus for country specific toll
free numbers. These are the first places for
you to turn for answers.
Persons may well have many healthcare related questions. For this reason,
TRICARE Service Centers have been established at all military treatment facilities.
Check the base/installation phone listings for the number to call for the closest
Service Center..
For additional information visit:
www.tricare-overseas.com

For email addresses, numbers and postal
addresses for Enrollment & Beneficiary
Education; Provider Assistance and Grievances, Complaints and Compliments go
to: http://www.tricare-overseas.com/
ContactUs/ContactEUR.html

PDF Downloads

For full details of the various programs
and other important information you can
download a pdf of the TRICARE® Overseas
Program Handbook at http://www.tricareoverseas.com/Beneficiaries_Products.htm.
You can also download a TOP Country
Specific Wallet card (pdf format) at: http://
www.tricare-overseas.com/ContactUs/
ContactEUR.aspx?Country=Germany

TRICARE EURASIA-AFRICA Regional
Call Center Customer Service
Phone: +44-(0)20-8762-8384, option 2 or see
www.tricare-overseas.com/contactus for
country specific toll free numbers.
Active Duty Service Member Claims:
TRICARE Overseas Program
P.O. Box 7968
Madison, WI 53707-7968

Urology & Proctology Practice
Dr. Matt Hofmann, M.D. - Dr. Robert Mäusle, M.D.
Highly qualified urology physicians with years of clinical experience and specialty training in:
• Sexually transmitted diseases (STD)
• Hemorrhoid treatment and therapy
• Circumcision and reversals
• Erectile dysfunction

• Infertility, sperm count
• Female urology
• Pediatric urology
• Urinary tract stone treatment

• Prostate cancer seeds implantation
• TUMT-Therapy, enlarged prostate
• Cancer treatment
• Incontinence treatment

100% confidentiality • Office equipped with the most modern equipment and technology
Quality care that’s difficult to find anywhere else • English, Spanish, Turkish and Russian spoken
Appointments are available on request. (No appointment necessary for emergencies.)
Office Hours:
Mon & Tues 8:00 am – 12:00 & 2:00 – 5:00 pm
Wed & Fri
8:00am – 12:00
Thurs
8:00 am – 12:00 & 2:00 – 6:30 pm

TRICARE Preferred Provider
All credit cards accepted
Direct Billing and Provider
Participant Contracts

Kaiserstr. 40 • 66849 Landstuhl • Tel: 06371-6 12 92 96
Email: urodox@web.de • www.urocentrum.de
Free parking behind the Stadthalle. Call for directions.
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POV Licensing
and
Registration in
Germany

T

he US Forces in Germany issues drivers licenses and registers privately
owned vehicles (POVs) for its military
and civilian personnel and their family
members. The following applies only to
Germany, but the rules are very similar
for other overseas US Forces. For detailed
information on POV registration and
other motor vehicle topics go to this
link. (http://www.eur.army.mil/rmv/
Vehicle_Registration/default.htm)

also an eye test, conducted mostly by DTS
personnel. Applicants over 65 must have
an optometrist certify that their vision is
satisfactory.
The minimum age for getting a U.S.
Forces drivers license is 17. Any restriction
on a 17-year-old's stateside license (accompanied by an adult, no night driving, etc.)
also applies here. If the 17-year-old has no
stateside license, he can attend a German
Fahrschule and acquire a German Prüfbescheinigung with a number of similar restrictions. This is also recognized by US Forces.
Special rules apply to motorcyclists.
Applicants must have a valid stateside or
host nation license specifically stating that
they may operate motorcycles. Those who
don't must obtain such a stateside license
or pass a host country course, taken at
their own expense. Even if they have a
valid motorcycle license they must take an
orientation course, and pass a written test
and road test. Exact details of this differ
somewhat between the services.
Individuals who have lost their driving
privileges for any reason will be prohibited
from driving under any circumstance until
their driving privileges have been restored.
In addition to your USAREUR license,
it's a good idea to have an International
Drivers License. You need it to travel to
Switzerland, Austria, Greece, Spain, and
all Middle Eastern countries, and it's a
good thing to have whenever you travel
outside Germany. You can get one from the
German authorities for between 12 and 20

Licensing

To apply for a license you must go to your
local Driver Testing Station (DTS) and present an approved AE Form 190-1T, a U.S.
Forces identification card and a valid stateside driver's license. There is no road test
for people with a stateside license, but they
must attend a two-hour driver orientation.
Most applicants will also need to pass a
hundred-question written test. Only people
with a valid license from either the host
nation or another U.S. military command
in Europe are excused. To bone up on the
test you should study the Drivers Handbook at Click here to download a copy of
the Driver's Handbook and Examination
Manual. (http://www.eur.army.mil/rmv/
Drivers_Handbook/default.htm)
Applicants who fail the written test
twice will be ineligible for retesting for
two weeks. If they fail it a third time, they
will be declared ineligible for retesting
for 60 days and must complete remedial
driver training before retesting. There is
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euros. The DTS can tell you where to go.
Take along your USAREUR license and
two passport-size photos taken in civilian
clothes. Civilians and family members also
will need their passports.

component parts, deterioration, worn or
bald tires, inoperative lights, broken windshields and dangerous projections caused
by rust may prevent registration of a POV.
Obscene bumper stickers or other signs are
not allowed.
Vehicles that fail inspection usually do
so because of rust or faulty lights, exhaust,
brakes or tires. Registrations are good for
24 months. The car must be reinspected
in order to get a renewal. Cars more than
six years old must be inspected annually.
License plates now are standard German
plates; part of an effort to lower the profile
of the US Forces. They will be issued for
the vehicle specified on the POV registration certificate and may not be transferred
to any other vehicle. A verification decal
will be issued with each set of plates and
must have the same number as the plates.
The decal must be permanently affixed to
the bottom-left corner (driver's side) of the
windshield.

Registration

All vehicles within the command must be
registered by the command. That includes
vehicles brought from the states, vehicles
purchased over here and vehicles being
transferred from other U.S. commands
within Europe.
Commanders may permit new arrivals
to drive their POVs in Germany for 30
days without a US Forces license, provided
they have a stateside license and, based on
their position or age, are considered to be
mature and responsible.
The car is registered at your local Field
Registration Station (FRS). As a rule only
sponsors, not family members, may register a vehicle with the military in Europe.
Powers of attorney will be accepted only if
the grantee is the spouse of the registrant.
Personnel with their families in Europe
may register up to three POVs; unaccompanied personnel are limited to one.
Commanders may waive these restrictions
under some circumstances.
To register a car with the military an
applicant must provide proof of ownership, show that the car has passed a
mechanical inspection fewer than 75 days
previously, and prove that there is valid
third-party liability insurance. An Insurance Confirmation Card (ICC) from an
authorized insurance company is the only
acceptable proof of insurance for registration. The car must also have a first-aid
kit, and warning triangle to be put out
whenever a car is stalled in a traffic lane.
Inspectors will examine the engine,
chassis, frame and all other components,
including brakes, tires, horn, wheel alignment, windshield, lights and mirror. POVs
must meet the minimum standards of
exterior condition acceptable in the military and civilian community. Deficiencies
such as extensive body damage, missing
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Buying a Car In
Germany

M

Military Auto Source represents
some of the best selling automobiles presently being sold in the stateside market. It
currently offers Volkswagen, Toyota, Audi,
Mercedes-Benz and other brands, offering
tax-free vehicles with US specifications at
off base locations in Germany, Italy and
the UK.
Military Auto Source is also the only
on-base, factory-authorized distributor set
up to sell American made vehicles to military personnel stationed outside the continental United States. Usually located at the
PX/BX, it handles Chrysler brands that
include Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep and RAM
plus Harley-Davidson motorcycles.
A BMW Military Sales Program is
set up in many military communities to
offer not only BMWs but also MINIs
with US specifications. There are some
dedicated military dealerships. Some of
the factory authorized BMW dealers in
areas around military installations have a
Military Desk to help out. BMW also has
a website with details on their Military
Sales programs.

ilitary personnel stationed in Europe have an opportunity to buy
a US specification new car at a
substantial price advantage. No local taxes
are due when you are located outside of
the United States, and, if you are eligible,
the military will ship it back to the states
without charge.
In order to take advantage of this enviable program you must be US Military, a
DOD Civilian ID Card holder or a member
of a US diplomatic mission stationed
outside the USA at the time you place
your order.
There are a number of dealers over here
that do business with the military, and
they are located conveniently for many.
Many of the dealers sell exclusively to the
military. There are also many car dealerships on the economy that offer new US
specifications cars as well as cars with
European specifications. Used cars, both
with European and US specifications are
also available through local dealerships.
Volvo Cars Military Sales is one of the
manufacturers that offer a host of enviable
savings and benefits for
people staying overseas.
Other manufacturers
that offer an extremely
convenient purchase,
s u p p o r t e d b y p ro fessional agents are
Jaguar, Land Rover
and Lexus. You will find
their outlets close to
many US military bases
in Europe; it is worthwhile checking out their
factory direct prices and
tailor made offers for US
military personnel.
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Cars International of Stuttgart offers
a full line of Porsches as well as BMW
and MINI.
These dealers do everything they can
to make sure your purchase is hassle-free.
You can expect help in the registration,
financing and insurance. Without the
dealer’s help you would have to arrange
for proof of insurance and proof of ownership and handle the registration yourself.
There is a wide variety of financing
options. Some dealers have their own
factory direct financing programs. There
are also the banks and credit unions of
the military banking system, and you
might want to finance the car through
your hometown bank. Depending on the
price, loan terms can range from 24 to 60
months. The best interest rates are offered
when a 20 percent down payment is
made. Dealers can give you good advice
on this.
And they can help with the insurance.
All persons registering a car with the U.S.
Forces must have a policy recognized by
the host country authorities. For example,
German law requires minimum coverage of 7,500,000 Euro for personal injury;
1,000,000 Euro for property damage; and
50,000 Euro for damages other than personal injury or property.
You prove that you are insured through
the presentation of an Insurance Confirmation Card (ICC). This document will
differ depending on the country in which
you locate. Only insurance companies that
can provide proof of insurance documents
required by the national authorities can
sell the insurance that enables the registration of a car by the military in Europe.
Companies providing such service
include GEICO, which you can reach toll
free in Germany at 0800-100-8687. From
other European countries call 0049-63141463100.
The United Services Automobile
Association (USAA) provides competitively priced auto, property and life insurance, as well as banking, investment and
financial planning services. You can call
Gateway Guide - Digital ISSUE

them from land lines in Europe at 00-800531-81110, or visit their website at www.
usaa.com.
Mirascon Insurance Solution,
headquartered in Cologne, offers car
and motorcycle insurance to NATO military personnel and members. They have
five locations in Germany. Call them at
0800 - MIRASCON. On the web at www.
mirascon.com.
There is a great variation in the premiums paid for insurance. Beginning drivers
pay more than experienced drivers; those
driving big, powerful cars pay more than
those with more modest vehicles; those
living in urban areas pay more than those
in rural areas, and those who have been
found liable in accidents pay more than
those who haven't.
There is no requirement for a driver
to have any but third party liability
insurance, but others kinds are available
and sometimes advisable. There is full
comprehensive, covering all damages or
injuries done to your own car, another car
or a person or object. There is also partial
coverage for fire, theft and other sorts of
damage (from break-ins, shattered glass,
animals, etc.), and coverages for the death
or disability of a passenger. Such policies
often have deductibles, meaning you must
swallow the cost up to a certain upper
limit. These make the insurance less costly.
Many of the dealers (but not the on-base
Exchange New Car Service) take tradeins and handle used cars. These can be
a good value if you shop carefully. The
dealers normally offer some sort of limited
guarantee. Some banks, and even some
dealers, may finance used cars, but this is
not as easy as with new cars. Factors such
as mileage, age and value are involved.
All of the dealers mentioned offer cars
with US specifications. And these are very
important if you intend to ship your car
back to the states. Many American states
have tough laws. The primary concern is
low emissions but there may well also be
different standards for bumpers, windshields and even headlights.
45
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PASSPORT
SERVICES for
DOD PERSONNEL
in GERMANY
Apply for a Passport Through Your Installation Passport Agent

T

o apply for a passport or a report
of birth for your newborn child, go
to your installation Passport Agent.
The Installation Passport Agent will assist
you in completing your forms and ensure
that the proper documentation is attached
for speedy processing. The Installation
Passport Agent will forward the completed
forms to the American Consulate General
in Frankfurt. The Consulate in Frankfurt
and other consulates in Germany, as well
as the Consular section at the Embassy
in Berlin, are not authorized to accept
forms directly from Military personnel
and their family members, U.S. civilian
employees and their family members or
ID card holders with full-benefits (MWR,
Commissary, Unlimited Exchange, etc.).
Once receiving the
application from the
Installation Passport Agent,
the Consulate will send your
forms to the United States
for processing. Turnaround
time in non-peak travel
season averages is can be
up to three to six weeks after
the Consulate has received a
properly completed passport
application from the
Installation Passport Agent.
However, turnaround time
during peak travel season
- traditionally March to
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August - may cause the processing time
to be lengthened significantly.

Consent of Both Parents
for Children Under 16

The consent of both parents is required for
a passport to be issued to a child under
the age of 16. If one parent is absent, a
notarized statement of consent from the
absent parent must be submitted with
the passport application. Under certain
circumstances, deployment orders and
some powers of attorney may be substituted. Parental consent issues can become
complicated. Contact your Installation
Passport Agent for answers to questions
regarding child custody matters as they
pertain to passport issuance.
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All Passports Must be
Printed in the United States

web page you will also find the address,
operating hours and phone numbers of
all the Passport Agent offices on military
installations in Germany.

For security reasons, all full-validity U.S.
passports processed through the Consulate
General Frankfurt are printed at a stateside Passport Center and are made with
a photo-digitized biographical data page.

More Information

According to the US Embassy in Germany
the following rules and regulations also
apply to DoD ID card holders:
"Members of the U.S. military on official
orders do not need a passport to enter
Germany or another country with a Status
of Forces Agreement. Military members
can also enter the United States with a
copy of their travel orders and military
ID. However, family members do need
passports to travel to Germany or back to
the United States."
"Military dependents on PCS orders and
military members who need a passport
for official travel may be eligible for an
official or no-fee passport. Official and no
fee passports may take up to 12 weeks to
process."
"You may also need a tourist passport if
you intend to travel for vacation or other
personal reasons. Each U.S. citizen family
member, children and adults, needs his/
her own passport. Regular passports take
about three weeks to process. Don’t forget
to review clearance require"
"Fees: The required fee depends on
your age and whether or not you’ve had
a passport before. You must bring a postal
money order in the exact amount required
when submitting your application to the
military passport agent."

Plan Ahead

Plan ahead if you want a passport. Even
if you do not have particular travel plans
when you live abroad it is advisable always to have a valid passport in case of an
emergency. Remember that no consulate or
embassy overseas can give you a passport
on the spot, except under very limited
circumstances. Consulates still have the
authority to issue emergency or limited
passports, but these passports are for verifiable emergency purposes only, are limited
to a maximum of one year, and cannot be
extended. Emergency circumstances, such
as death or grave illness in the family, must
be verified with a Red Cross message. PCS
moves to the United States do not qualify
as emergencies. If you need further clarification, contact your Installation Passport
Agent on base.
Service members, family members, and
DOD contractors may pick up complete
copies of the relevant regulations from
the Installation Passport Agent office or
find the pertinent information on the
Embassy website at https://de.usembassy.
gov/u-s-citizen-services/military-families/
or https://de.usembassy.gov/u-s-citizenservices/dod-id-card-holders/. On this

Installation Passport Agencies in the KMC
Air Force

Army

Ramstein AB
Bldg 2106, Room 110
Office Hours: Monday to Friday 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m.
Walk-ins only

Kleber Kaserne
Bldg 3245, Room 117
Office Hours - Mon-Fri 0800-12-00
&1300-1530
DSN Tel.: 483-8892
Civilian Tel.: 0631-411-8892

Email: 786fss.passports@us.af.mil
Tel: 06371-47-2240
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Pets in Germany
The Germans love their pets just as much as any other people, but they
have a lot of rules concerning them.

T

here are rules and regulations involved in bringing your pet to Germany as well as various regulations
involved in licensing certain pets when
they are here. And, there are regulations for
travel through and to other EU countries
with your pet.

It's almost always required that the
traveling animal be in a shipping crate that
is sturdy, properly ventilated and large
enough so that the pet may freely stand,
turn around and lie down. Prescribed
crates are available at pet stores and from
most airlines. Remember to check with the
airline when in doubt.
The crate usually goes in a pressurized
cargo bay, though some airlines allow passengers to carry their pets in the cabin if
the crate can fit under a seat.
There are pet travel services that can
be useful, especially if the animal won't
be accompanied by the owner. They also
can advise on pitfalls to shipment such
as a quarantine period at the destination.

Bringing your pet(s) to Germany from a non-EU country

Transporting your pet
Rules for air transport of animals vary
from airline to airline, but, in response to
customer demand, they are usually friendly
about it. The airline should be notified
when you book the flight if you plan to
take a pet.
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To prevent the illegal and unethical
trade of animals, owners of pets must
accompany their pets or travel within five
days of the pet – either before or after. (If
the animal travels more than five days
before or after the arrival of the owner,
then the pet has to meet different and
more stringent requirements before they
are allowed into Germany.)

legislation/non-eu-imports/index_en.htm)
Since pets are regarded as part of the
importation of household goods and
personal items, there are certain rules
and regulations that apply to them. The
German Customs Office (Zollamt) (http://
www.zoll.de/EN/Private-individuals/Travel/
Entering-Germany/Restrictions/Animals-andplants-products-containing-animal-or-vegetable-substance/Protection-against-animaldiseases/Provisions-on-the-import-of-pet-animals/provisions-on-the-import-of-pet-animals.
html) is the federal agency charged with
making sure that pet owners comply with
the rules. The animals that are screened
and can be approved for import by the
Customs Office include cats, dogs, ferrets,
rabbits, guinea pigs and other rodents,
horses, turtles or tortoises (if not considered an endangered species), ornamental
fish, parrots and parakeets, carrier pigeons
and other types of birds. If you want to
bring in any other type of animal you
should check with the German Embassy
or Consulate in your home country to see
what procedures you may need to follow.
This especially applies to animal species

Entering Germany
Each person moving to Germany from
outside the EU is allowed to bring in
a maximum of five animals as part of
their “personal or household items”. The
animals should be family “pets” and not
brought to Germany to be traded or sold.
Animals brought into Germany (and
other mainland European countries in the
EU) do not have to be quarantined if they
have the proper vaccinations (and the
paperwork to prove that) and if they come
from a country on a EU approved list.
More information on the harmonization of
EU country regulations regarding pets can
be found at this link. (http://ec.europa.
eu/food/animals/pet-movement/eu-

Worldwide
Transport
of your Pet

Contact our Experts!
info@gradlyn.com
+49 (0) 69 6971 254-0

GRADLYN GmbH | Cargo City North | Gate 26 | Bldg. 458 | 60549 Frankfurt Airport | Germany
www.facebook.com/gradlyn | www.gradlyn.com

Anz_How_to_Germany_130x90_RZ.indd
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that may be on an endangered species list
or other “exotic” pets.

contact a specialist in importing pets. You
can also go to www.zoll.de for a detailed
list of banned breeds and other information about restrictions on dangerous dogs.
There are generally no special restrictions on the importation of service dogs,
but they need to meet the vaccination and
identification requirements.

Dogs and Cats (and ferrets)
If you wish to bring a cat or dog into
Germany from a country outside the EU,
the animal must have been vaccinated for
rabies at least 30 days but no more than 12
months prior to its entry. Proof of the vaccination must be presented at the border.
This proof can be a form in both German
and English that has been completed by
your vet. You can download a EU Veterinary Certificate in German/English.
It is a European Union requirement
that dogs and cats have an identification
number, either on a clearly visible tattoo
or as a microchip, and that this number
corresponds to one on the examination
certificate. Microchips must be implanted
in pets before they get their rabies shots.
Microchips are now required for all pets
except for those who were tattooed before
July 3, 2011.
Certain breeds (and cross breeds) of
dogs present special problems. The rules
vary from state to state in Germany, but
most consider Pit Bulls, Staffordshire
Bull Terriers and American Staffordshire
Terriers too dangerous. Their import is
banned. Several of the states, including
Bavaria, Brandenburg and North RhineWestphalia, also have what they consider
a Category 2 Kampfhund, and this includes
the Rottweiler.
There is no outright ban on the import
of Rottweilers and other Category 2 Kampfhund breeds or crossbreeds, but they must
be submitted to a viciousness test. If they
pass the test they are treated like any other
dog. But if they fail they are subject to the
same rules as the Pit Bulls and Terriers.
If they are not outright banned from the
state they face a high licensing fee, must
be neutered and must be muzzled and
kept on a leash whenever they are off the
owner's property.
For more detailed information on which
breeds may be banned and in which states
the ban is effective it would be wise to
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Other pets

Birds
Proof of vaccination against Avian Flu (A1
and HSN1)) may be required before birds
can enter Germany. Birds that may not
have been vaccinated face a quarantine of
at least 10 days in the country of origin or
30 days in Germany so they can be tested
to make sure they do not carry the disease.
Birds must also have a veterinarian health
certificate proving ownership. These certificates are only valid for 10 days.
Rabbits, Hamsters, Guinea Pigs
There is a limit on the number of rabbits
that can be brought into Germany. Only
three can be brought in as private pets.
Any more than three would fall under the
“commercial trade in pets” rules. Hamsters
and guinea pigs can be brought in with no
conditions, except for being included in the
total number of allowable pets.
Snakes, reptiles and other exotic animals
It is recommended to check with the
German Embassy or Consulate in your
home country before bringing in certain
reptiles or other exotic animals to see
whether they may fall under the protected
or endangered species categories. Certain
animals can only be brought into the
country through authorized entry points.

When your pets arrive

If you live in rented quarters you must
have the permission of the landlord before
keeping a pet.
As in many other countries, dogs must
be licensed. A tax on dogs (Hundesteuer)
must also be paid. This can vary from state
to state and municipality to municipality.
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Check with the local authorities. Cats need
no license, nor are they taxed. Check with
the authorities for other rules regarding
other pets such as leash laws and rules
regarding allowing pets to roam free.
With these and all pets, the owner
is legally responsible for anything the
animal does. They are subject to lawsuits
if, for instance, a dog runs a motorcyclist
off the road and he is disabled for life.
A personal liability policy that includes
coverage of ownership of a dog and other
pets is recommended.
Dogs (with the exception of service
dogs) are not allowed in grocery stores,
butcher shops and other shops where fresh
food is sold. Some Konditerei, or cafes,
don't allow them either. Many restaurants
allow them if they behave properly. Establishments that don't want you to bring
your dog inside will have a small sign
affixed on the window. It usually shows a
picture of a dog and will read something

Many vet offices have a distinct sign
hanging outside their offices - a large V
with a snake coiled around a staff inside
the letter. A standard vet’s office is much
like a regular doctor’s office. There may be
one or two vets and some staff. They can
normally perform a number of treatments
and administer vaccines and medications.
They may also have some basic diagnostic equipment that could include x-ray
machines, blood testing equipment and
ultrasound equipment.
An animal hospital is called a Tierklinik.
A Tierklinik is normally staffed by vets,
support staff and veterinary school students doing their practical rotations. The
clinics offer the full range of services to
include surgeries, overnight boarding for
observation and full diagnostic services
with modern equipment. They also have
staff on hand (or on call) around the clock
to handle emergencies.
Payment for your pet’s treatment is
normally made right away using cash or
an EC card. In some cases, the vet may
offer to send a bill if you don’t have cash
on hand.

Traveling in the EU with
your pets

You can take your dog or cat with you
when traveling in Germany. Train tickets
in Germany can be purchased for them at
about half the regular fare.
For travel within European Union
countries, qualifying pets (cats and dogs
and some others) must now have a passport issued by a licensed veterinarian. The
passport serves to properly identify pets
and has a record of their vaccinations. It is
valid for the life of the pet and is identical
for all European countries.
Pet rabbits, rodents, fish and reptiles do
not need a passport.
The German Federal Ministry of Food
and Agriculture has more information
on the movement of pets at this link
(http://www.bmel.de/EN/Animals/
PetsAndZooAnimals/pets-zoo-animals_
node.html).

like, Wir müssen leider daraussen warten
(unfortunately, we must wait outside).

Veterinarians in Germany

A veterinarian in Germany is called a
Tierarzt(in). You can find Tierärtze in print
and online telephone listings. There is no
shortage of qualified vets in Germany.
Many vets also speak English.
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Shopping
in Germany
It can be a fun part of your travels - or you can find incredible variety,
right where you are, and online.

G

ermans love to shop. In fact, you
might say it's a national pastime,
which is a good thing because it
makes finding anything you need easy.
"The mall," however, which you may be
used to, is not nearly as well-developed in
Germany. But more and more of them have
been opening over the last couple of years,
including a variety of "Outlet Malls".
You can find a number of "Big Box"
stores in many city suburbs, and even
in some city centers. Hela Baumarkt and
Hornbach, for example, are do-it-yourself
stores. MediaMarkt and Saturn, on the other
hand, offer appliances, home electronics,
music and video as well as computers and
telephones. Ikea and Moebel Martin have
their own outlets.
There are also the "hyper-stores" such
as Real and Kaufland which offer a wide
range of products including groceries,
household goods, beverages, pet supplies,
clothing etc. These hyper-stores are sometimes housed within shopping centers
and often coupled with a few other large
specialty stores.
Then there are the German "discounters" such as Aldi and Lidl, which enjoy
an almost cult following and specialize in
groceries and a weekly rotation of items
ranging from textiles to toys or office supplies at unbeatable prices.
Mid to large-size towns all have
their classic 'Marktstrassen' or market
streets, often charming pedestrian zones
with stores running on either side of
the street. Good public transportation
systems make it less necessary to shop
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by car, and many cities have revamped
their downtown shopping areas and
made them pleasant places to stroll and
shop. Outdoor cafés, sidewalk musicians,
benches, fountains, trees and shrubbery, weekly fruit, flower and vegetable
market stands, make shopping a very
pleasant experience.
Changes in the law and the rise
of discount stores have led to some
refreshing price reductions, especially
in food stores.
Once you get away from the department stores and discounters, though,
specialization is the name of the game.
Many small shops offer a wide selection of items within a limited product
line, such as fashions, china, glassware,
leather goods, fine metalware, shoes,
handicrafts, toys, electrical goods, musical
instruments, optical instruments, flowers,
spices, sports equipment, tobacco products, antiques, candles, maps to name
just a few. These niche shops, however,
are often forced to charge higher prices
to stay competitive.
Specialization is particularly noticeable
in food stores. The Metzgerei (butcher),
Backerei (bakery) and Konditorei (pastry
shop) are run by masters of their profession. The product is good and these places
are often set up so that you can enjoy a
fresh roll, hot sausage or piece of cake
right on the premises. Another very special
kind of food store is the Reformhaus (health
food store), where the health-conscious
Germans get their organic yogurt, whole
grain breads, tofu and vitamins.
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Online Shopping

in German stores. While there are some
British and American stores in the larger
German cities, many expats don't have
easy access to them. To the delight of many
customers, enterprising store-owners are
now offering their products online with
convenient English language websites.
Large variety, ease and security of payment, and efficient shipping combine to
make on-line shopping a great alternative.
Online payments can be normally be
made by a fund transfer or with a credit
card. Credit cards are not as well established as in some other countries, but are
becoming more and more popular. PayPal
is also a popular and growing method of
payment for online goods.

Online shopping in Germany is just as
popular as in other countries. The big
online stores like ebay and Amazon have
German language websites. And, of course,
there is access to the online shops from
other countries. Many online stores based
in other EU countries can easily ship to
Germany without any customs issues. As
usual, you can eliminate the travel agent's
fee when booking airline tickets or hotel
rooms, and many online retailers have
saved themselves the expense of a bricks
and mortar store. Of course another great
advantage of online shopping is variety.
Expatriates can turn to the web to get items
from home that are not normally available

nuts and bolts of shopping
well as percentage off on some items.
Somewhat more popular are the
retail rewards programs, in which the
customer gets a card which he or she
presents when making a purchase at
a participating store. A certain number
of points, often a cent for every Euro,
will be recorded on the card. Points
can be redeemed for cash coupons or
other premiums. Participants run the
gamut from supermarkets and department stores to car rentals, telephone
companies and hotels.
Virtually everything sold in Germany
comes with a 19 percent value-added
tax (Mehrwertsteuer). This includes
clothing, appliances, house repairs,
furniture, cars and car repairs. (A small
number of things, notably groceries
and newspapers, have a VAT of only 7
percent.) If you're buying services, this
tax will be a separate item on your bill,
but if you're buying goods it will usually
just be included as part of the price.

Store opening hours are quite liberal.
Many stores are open from 8 am until as
late as 10 pm from Monday to Saturday
and generally closed on Sundays - there
are always exceptions so do check in
advance. Large railroad stations and airports have stores open around the clock.
Neighborhood kiosks also have extended
hours, as do gas stations, which usually
have non-automotive items for sale.
It pays to watch out for the annual sales; the Winter-Schlussverkauf
- WSV (winter closeout sale) and
Sommer-Schlussverkauf- SSV (summer closeout sale.) These usually begin
on the last Mondays of January and July
respectively and run through the second
following Saturday. They used to be a
matter of law, and were the only ones
permitted during the year. But recent
changes mean that you might find a
sale at any time of year: be it for an
anniversary of the store's founding or
the end of a season.
The sales are not the only way of
saving money in Germany. Sometimes it
is possible to find coupons offering special reduced prices on specific items as
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Telephone/Internet
Services in Germany
Once your housing situation in Germany is finalized, the first thing to do
is to get the phone ringing and your Internet access established

Y

ou’ll discover that there is a wide
selection of telephone, Internet and
mobile phone options available, but
you may also find that most German carriers are best equipped at serving their native, German-speaking population, leaving
somewhat of a gap in the area of Englishlanguage support. To break through the
language barrier, you may want to consider
contacting a provider or agent that offers
service in English.
German telephone service is Mobile
Internet connectivity is widely available
through dedicated stores located in most
towns and cities throughout the country.
In addition to the Deutsche Telekom
stores, there are many other providers
that have retail locations that can help
you with land-lines, internet access and
mobile phones. These include Vodafone,
O2, E-plus and others. Your bills, correspondence and customer care will normally be in German. It’s important to be
aware of the terms and conditions of your
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service agreement. Many German phone
and Internet plans are only available with
an initial 2-year minimum contract, and
also require that you cancel months in
advance in order to avoid an automatic
(and binding) contract extension.
Public telephones are widely available
however most of them are no longer coin
operated; you will need a phone card. The
cards are available in various denominations at post offices, filling stations, supermarkets, and most newsstands.

The country code for Germany is 49.
When dialing a German number from
abroad, drop the initial 0 from the local
area code.
The emergency telephone numbers
in Germany are 110 for police and 112
for ambulance and fire.
Directory service can be had, in English, by calling 11837 for domestic calls
and 11834 for foreign calls. These calls
cost a minimum of 50 cents, and are
charged according to the amount of time
you are on the line. So, be careful when
using this service. It could get expensive.
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Phone services: Analog or
ISDN

There are two general types of phone
service in Germany: a “standard” analog
phone service, and ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network). Each type of phone
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service has similar tariffs that allow you
to choose the best plan for your type of
use. Discounted and flat rate domestic and
international calling plans are normally
available. Features such as caller-ID, call
forwarding and voice-mail are standard
features with most carriers. DSL is possible
with either an analog or ISDN line enabling
you to surf the web and use the phone at
the same time.

less telephones or routers may be the best
solution, offering the greatest flexibility in
nearly any housing situation.

Details That Make a
Difference

When registering for your telephone service, make sure that you know the complete
address. It is very useful to the activation
process if you provide the name and telephone number of your home’s previous
tenant when possible. Do request a fully
itemized bill at the time of sign-up, as this
is not always the default for many German service providers. Activation times
can vary, taking between 5 to 14 business
days. Your telephone number and date of
activation will be confirmed in writing. In
some cases a technician may require access
to your home to activate your telephone
and additional installation charges may
apply. If you have several German TAE
telephone outlets in your house, do not be
surprised if only the single primary-outlet
is activated. The internal wiring of your
home is not part of the standard German
service agreement and you may incur extra
charges if requesting “additional installation.” It is best to work with the property
owner or have a private installer customize
your home’s wiring. Take the time to fully
assess your requirements, and the costs,
beforehand.
To cut down on costs more, and more
telephone companies are now offer the
opportunity for customers to get their
monthly bills via email as pdf files. Many
still send phone bills through the mail.
(In fact, some of the companies may
charge you extra to get paper copies of
the bill by mail.) Payment is typically due
within seven business days of the date
of issuance. Cash payments can usually
be made at any German post office or
bank - a nominal fee for the Überwiesung
(bank transfer) may apply. The default
and preferred payment method is to have
your monthly bills automatically debited
directly from your bank account through
a Lastschriftverfahren.

Analog
With an analog phone connection you
get one line and number; a standard 56K
dial-up modem is used to access the web.
Analog telephones, answering and fax machines from other countries can normally
be used when coupled with a compatible
German TAE (telephone jack) adapter. It is
illegal to use most North American cordless
telephone products in Germany because
of the radio signal used by those devices.
If you buy a cordless phone in Germany
you’ll be assured that it complies with local
radio-frequency regulations and electrical
safety guidelines. It is often best to buy a
cordless phone in Germany to be assured
that it complies with radio-frequency
regulations and electrical safety guidelines.
ISDN
ISDN phone service utilizes digital network
technology to add more features and flexibility with two digital phone lines and a
total of three different telephone numbers.
This allows two separate phone conversations at the same time, which may be ideal
for larger households or a home office that
needs a dedicated line and number. On
the other hand, the basic monthly fee is
typically higher, and ISDN telephones and
modems are somewhat more costly than
their analog counterparts.
Before selecting either analog or ISDN,
you may want to first check with the
homeowner to find out how the house or
apartment is wired and if there are any
special requirements that could lead to
additional costs. Many German homes
only have only one telephone outlet. CordGateway Guide - Digital ISSUE
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Mobile phones

shop around and it is important to make
sure that all of the details are examined
closely to make sure there are no hidden
charges in the plan you may choose.
Inbound mobile calls while in Germany
are free of charge. As a result, calling a
mobile phone may more expensive than
a land line since the caller pays for the
cost of the connection. In Germany it is
against the law to use a mobile phone
while driving, so be sure to use some sort
of ‘hands-free’ device.

If you are going to be here in Germany
for more than just a visit, look into German mobile phone service sooner rather
than later - international roaming through
your home carrier can be expensive. This is
especially true if you have any sort of data
plan in addition to the regular calling and
SMS services. Mobile Internet connectivity is widely available and Germany has
many mobile phone providers that offer
a wide array of devices that are available
both prepaid (pay-as-you-go) and with
annual plans.
With the increasing and widespread
use of Smart Phones and SIM card capable
tablets, many providers are offering flat
rates for data, calls and text messaging.
There are dozens, if not hundreds, of different permutations of plans. It pays to
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Internet Solutions

Dial-up
Believe it or not, it is still possible to get
old-fashioned Dial-up or “narrowband” Internet connectivity. It is extremely slow and
inefficient, although it may still be a viable
solution for very light or infrequent users.
While Germany is right up at
the top with the availability
of high speed connections,
there are still areas of the
country - especially in small
villages and rural areas - that
aren’t covered.
There is very little if any
investment or start-up cost.
All you need to get online
is an active telephone line, a
56K modem which is still a
standard built-in on even the
newest computers, and an
Internet access account. Your
Internet account consists of a
username, password, and a
telephone number as issued
by your Internet service
provider (ISP). Dial-up in
Germany is metered on a
time basis - a dial-up flat
rate is not usually available. Plans are available
with a monthly fee that normally includes a defined
amount of minutes or hours
every month, unused time
is usually not carried over.
There are also plans without
56
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Internet on the Go

monthly fees but the per-minute price is
typically a little higher. Dial-up over an
ISDN phone line is somewhat faster than
with a standard phone line, but requires
the use of a compatible ISDN modem.

Internet access does not have to be restricted to your home. Germany has Internet
cafes and thousands of wireless Internet
“hotspots” - many of them free-of-charge.
Aside from airport terminals, hotspots are
also available at hotels, gas stations, bars
and restaurants. Locations are always subject to change, so do a web search to find
a current list of locations near you. WLAN
enabled laptops and mobile phones can be
used in the hotspots. An popular method
of being connected on the go is through the
use of USB sticks sold by various providers.
These sticks allow the user to connect to
the Internet using any number of mobile
services. Rates and speeds vary according
to the provider and the users location.
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Broadband
If you know that dial-up is not for you,
then one of several high-speed DSL plans
can be considered with download speeds
of between 6,000 and 50,000 Kbps being
the most common and readily available
in most areas. Germany’s DSL network is
under constant improvement and expan-

Other Important Details

Choosing the right telephone service provider and Internet plan is important. Many
of the Internet “bargains” that you see advertised may have some major drawbacks
if you read the German “fine print.” Some
providers bundle flat rate DSL and incountry calling. Pre-selecting an alternate
carrier and using calling cards may not be
possible. Package deals with free hardware
and activation can save you money but
most require a two-year minimum contract
and early cancellation fees may apply.
Before signing on the dotted line, check
the terms and conditions and find out the
costs for early cancellation. Look for plans
that are flexible and find out if there is any
English technical support.
Given the constantly changing nature
of the telecommunications marketplace,
pinning down and recommending the
exact Internet or data plan for every type
of user at any given time is not possible.
To establish your phone and Internet connection here in Germany, first try to define
your household’s phone and Internet
budgetary requirements, and then look for
a service that is easy to use and compatible
with your particular needs.

sion, however there are still some places
where DSL may not be technically feasible.
On the other hand, there are an increasing number of carriers that are building
infrastructure that allow DSL connections
of 16,000 to 200,000 Kbps. Many of them
offer fiber-optic connections. Often times
telephoning is available through VOIP with
these types of connections. If broadband
connectivity is an essential part of your
work or private life, check the availability
before buying or renting a home.
Unlike dial-up, DSL is normally available with a flat rate. Therefore you can
leave the service “always-on” as the
separate connection leaves the phone line
free for calls. Required hardware includes
a compatible DSL modem or router. A
separate DSL activation charge normally
also applies. However many companies
nowadays do offer package deals with
activation and hardware discounts but
normally only in combination with a
service contract of 1-2 years in duration.
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KMC Army
Installations

T

Panzer Kaserne is the easternmost
installation and home to Headquarters,
21st Theater Sustainment Command (TSC),
the largest forward deployed logistical
command in the United States Army. It
serves as USAREUR's senior logistical
command and oversees all forms of logistic
support within the European Theater, with
soldiers and civilians in 5 to 10 countries
at any given time.
The 21st TSC carries out multiple missions within the entire European theater:
direct and general maintenance and
supply; total distribution, storage and
maintenance of pre-positioned matter; military police support; movements control
and material management for the theater.
Miesau Army Depot is the largest
ammunition storage area outside the
United States. Its mission is to issue,
receive, store, transship, inspect, inventory, and maintain ammunition stock
records accounting.

he Kaiserslautern Military Community (KMC) is the largest military community outside the continental United
States, and is a combined community consisting of Army and Air Force components.
Virtually all facilities imaginable are available in KMC. Kaiserslautern is located in
the German State of Rheinland-Pfalz, which
lies in the southwest part of the country.
Rheinland-Pfalz borders on France, Luxembourg, Belgium, and the German States
of Saarland, Nordrhein-Westfalen, Hessen
and Baden-Wurttemberg. Kaiserslautern is
80 miles southwest of Frankfurt and 295
miles northeast of Paris.

U.S. Army facilities and units located
there include the US Army Garrison
Rheinland-Pfalz, Rhine Ordnance
Barracks, Landstuhl Regional Medical
Center, Sembach Kaserne, 21st Theater
Sustainment Command (TSC) and the
European headquarters of the Defense
Commissary Agency.

Sembach Kaserne, part of the Kaiserslautern Military Community (KMC), is
about 15 minutes from Kaiserslautern
and serves a population of about 2,000.
It's located in rolling farm country ten
miles north of Kaiserslautern, just off the
Mannheim/Saarbrücken Autobahn. Also
nearby are the vineyards of the Rhine Valley.
Though once the headquarters of the
Seventeenth Air Force, Sembach no longer
operates as an air base, and became a
US Army installation in 2010. It retains
many facilities that add to the quality
of life of those stationed there, and the
facilities at Ramstein and Vogelweh, no
doubt the most complete military communities outside the US, are only a short
distance away.

The Vogelweh Housing Area, sometimes known as "KMC West," is the center
of Army activities in the area. It accommodates more than 10,000 soldiers and their
family members with housing, schools, a
commissary, clinics, a community center,
Military Police and officer's and enlisted
personnel clubs.
US Army Garrison Rheinland-Pfalz,
headquartered at Pulaski Barracks, has
the mission of providing base support for
all of the community's Army units and
their families.
Other facilities in and around Kaiserslautern include Panzer, Kleber and
Daenner Kasernes and Miesau.
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Sembach currently houses a commissary, post office, bowling alley (with a
Warrior Zone inside), fitness center, gas
station, fire station, exchange convenience
store TKS concessionaire, an elementary
and middle school (with plans for a new
K-8 school sometime in fiscal year 2016),
a Community Bank, vehicle registration
office, theater, community center, chapel,
sports fields and Soldiers’ barracks.
It is home to European Regional Medical
Command (ERMC) which relocated from
Heidelberg in 2013.

intensive care unit, an in- and out-patient
pharmacy, X-ray to include CT scanner,
MRI and laboratory services. Social work
services are also provided.
Specialties unique to the European
Theater include Hematology/Oncology,
Pediatric Cardiology, Rheumatology,
Burn Stabilization, Neurosurgery, Nuclear
Medicine, Addiction Treatment Facility,
Neonatal Intensive Care and Magnetic
Resonance Imaging.
The staff at LRMC consists of approximately 2,700 soldiers, airmen, sailors,
marines and civilian employees.
There are 100 beds and neonatal bassinets at LRMC. There are, on the average,
13 admissions daily, 1,200 daily outpatient
visits, 26 daily operations and two births
daily. LRMC is a fully accredited health
care facility, as set forth by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations. It is a Level III Trauma
Center as verified by the American College
of Surgeons. The Mammography section
of the Radiology Department is accredited
by the American College of Radiology. The
pathology Department and its blood bank
each have accreditation by their respective
national authorities.
Landstuhl has two Fisher Houses with
19 rooms for families of patients. The
first Fisher House outside the United
States was opened in 2001, in response
to the attack on the USS Cole. Victims
of that terrorist assault were treated at
Landstuhl. September 11th led the Fisher
House Foundation to open a second facility at Landstuhl.
Fisher Houses offer less costly and
more convenient lodging than guest
housing or hotels. Rooms are filled by
family members of patients with severe
medical conditions.

The Army post at Landstuhl is about
11 kilometers west of Kaiserslautern and
five kilometers south of Ramstein Air Base.
It is home to the Landstuhl Regional
Medical Center (LRMC), the largest
American hospital outside of the United
States, and the epicenter for peacetime
healthcare in Europe. It is the only American tertiary hospital in Europe
LRMC provides primary care, hospitalization and treatment for more than
57,000 American military personnel and
their families within the center's boundaries. It also provides specialized care for
the more than 205,000 additional American military personnel and their families
in the European Theater. It is the evacuation and treatment center for all injured
U.S. servicemembers and civilians, as
well as members of the 56 coalition forces
serving in Afghanistan, Iraq, as well as
Africa Command, Central Command and
European Command.
Ambulatory services include family
practice, outpatient clinic, immunizations
and physical exams. Medical services
include internal medicine, psychiatry,
pediatrics, educational and early intervention services and dermatology.
Surgical services include orthopedics,
general surgery, plastic surgery, neurosurgery, oral surgery, OB/GYN, optometry,
physical therapy and occupational therapy.
Inpatient services include operating
rooms, delivery suites and birth rooms,
medical surgery wards, a newborn nursery,
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KMC Army
Facilties and
Services
Kaiserslautern - Vogelweh
Landstuhl - Miesau - Sembach
AAFES (The Exchange)

in the new 4 PLEX Theater will be just
like you find back home, offering movies
throughout the afternoon and evening.
The Exchange Express stores are scattered throughout the KMC and Baumholder. You'll find them on the south
side of Ramstein and at Kleber, Kapaun,
Landstuhl, Pulaski and Sembach. Many
are open longer than the Main BX/PXs.

The KMC Consolidated Exchange covers
the military communities in Ramstein Air
Base, Sembach, Panzer Kaserne, Daenner
Kaserne, Kleber Kaserne, Kaiserslautern
Vogelweh, Pulaski Barracks, Kapaun Air
Station, Rhine Ordnance Barracks, Miesau
Army Depot, Landstuhl Hospital and
Baumholder. The Army and Air Force Exchange Service (AAFES), now referred to
as the Exchange, is a major part of the big
Kaiserslautern Military Community Center
(KMCC) at Ramstein. The KMCC is a retail
and entertainment center housing state-ofthe-art shopping, dining and entertainment
options. There is also a 350 room hotel,
Outdoor Recreation Center with a climbing
wall and parking for 2,800 cars.
The Exchange Main Store at the KMCC
has a large number of departments
common to most large department stores
in the USA. The KMCC itself is modeled
after a large mall. A food court offers all
your American favorites, such as burgers,
pizzas and tacos, and also some new food
fare including Chinese specialties, seafood,
and a 50s Diner: Johnny Rockets.
If you want to relax, you can enjoy the
new massage and wellness spa. Or you
can drop in for a cappuccino or browse
the largest bookstore and internet café
in Europe. You'll find a wide variety of
unique gifts and European souvenirs
throughout the mall. The stadium seating
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AFN Europe (American Forces
Network)

AFN Kaiserslautern, presenting a great
variety of TV and radio programming, is
the local station of the American Forces
Network, Europe. Located in the heart of
the Kaiserslautern Military Community, it
serves more than 57,000 American military,
their families and Department of Defense
civilians. AFN Kaiserslautern operates with
a staff of local nationals, DoD Civilians, US
Army and US Air Force Personnel.
From its facilities in Vogelweh, it broadcasts the primary television signal for AFN
in the KMC. It also produces a daily newscast, promotes local events and command
information through radio and television
commercials, and airs more than 64 hours
of live radio programming every week.
AFN Television (and some AFN radio)
is received via cable on government
housing areas and via satellite at off post/
base locations.
The AFN radio station (The Eagle) is
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Auto Skills Centers

broadcast over the air at 100.2 FM. AFN
Radio also streams a large number of
shows and content over the internet.
The telephone numbers for AFN Kaiserslautern are DSN 489-7206 or CIV
0631-536-7206.

The Automotive Skills Centers on Pulaski and at Landstuhl offer assistance in
performing automotive maintenance and
repair. Equipment, tools and trained mechanics make everything, from charging
a battery to major overhauls, possible at
great cost savings.

Army Community Service
(ACS), BOSS

Banking

The Army Community Service (ACS) center offers various programs and services
for soldiers, civilians and family members;
family advocacy, parent education classes,
financial maintenance classes, relocation
information and support, mobilization
and deployment support, employment
services, transition assistance, Army
Emergency Relief (AER) and volunteer
programs are just some of the programs
and services.
Better Opportunities for Single Servicemembers (BOSS) - This program
is designed to bring single members'
quality of life in line with their married
counterparts. Billets afford them more
living space so they may decorate to their
own tastes and include amenities such
as floor kitchenettes, private facilities,
fitness equipment and government furnishings. It also involves single personnel in recreational travel and community
help programs.

The Community Banks at Kleber, in the
Vogelweh Commissary, on Sembach and
Landstuhl and Service Credit Unions at
Vogelweh and Sembach offer full service
banking. Community Bank automatic teller
machines (ATMs) are at the Kapaun Post
Office, Rhine Ordnance Barracks, Ramstein
Lodge (Building 1002) and in Armstrong’s
Club, Landstuhl’s Ramstein Inn (Building
3752) Landstuhl Gas Station, Landstuhl
Community Club and in Pirmasens.

Child and Youth Services

Child, Youth & School (CYS) Services
provides programs and services for children of eligible military and civilian
families. These include full, part time and
hourly child care; before and after school
care; camps; middle school and teen youth
programs; various instructional classes;
and sports and fitness activities. The CYS
Services office is in Building 2898 on Pulaski Barracks.
There are two Youth Centers with programs for ages 5-18. One is at Landstuhl
and the other on Sembach Kaserne.

Army Post Offices (APOs)

There are Army Post Offices (APOs) on
Kleber Kaserne, Kapaun Air Station, Rhine
Ordnance Barracks, Sembach Kaserne and
in Landstuhl providing parcel service and
transport of all classes of mail from priority to express. They also transport mail
for free from APO to APO when "MPS" is
written in the upper right corner of envelopes and packages. There are Community
Mail Rooms (CMR) at Panzer Kaserne,
Landstuhl and Miesau. An Official Mail
Distribution Centers is at Panzer Kaserne.

Civilian Personnel Offices

Federal job opportunities are available
through Civilian Personnel Office located
at Kleber Kaserne. (There is also a CPO
on Ramstein Air Base) Appropriated Fund
positions are limited and may be available
for those with career status or hiring preferences. Non-appropriated Fund positions
are more plentiful.

Arts & Crafts Center

Commissaries

The Defense Commissary Agency Europe
(DeCA) is headquartered at Kapaun Air

There is an Arts and Crafts center on
Daenner Kaserne.
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Station in Kaiserslautern, and two of the
biggest commissaries under its control are
at Ramstein and Vogelweh. Both stores are
seven-day operations with ample shopping
space and numerous checkouts, including
four self-checkouts. They each have an
ATM, bakery, deli, fresh sandwiches to go,
hot foods department, party cakes, plants,
rotisserie chicken and a salad bar. There is
a smaller commissary on Sembach Kaserne
open Monday – Friday.

Sembach and Landstuhl. They serve Starbucks coffee and baked goods, sandwiches
and salads throughout the day.

Education – Continuing &
Higher Education

The Kaiserslautern Military Community
(KMC) Army Continuing Education Services System (ACES) has four Army Education
Centers (including one in Baumholder) that
provide a large variety of services to active
duty, civilians and adult family members.
The other three are on Rhine Ordnance
Barracks, Kleber Kaserne and in Landstuhl.
The website GoArmyEd.com has details on
locations as well as services offered.
Several colleges and universities offer
a variety of undergraduate and graduate
degree programs. They include: Central
Texas College, University of Maryland,
University of Oklahoma, University of
Phoenix and Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University. Representatives of these
schools normally have offices in the Education Centers.

Dining & Entertainment

Armstrong’s Club on Vogelweh housing
has Costello’s Snack Bar that offers lunch
and dinner as well as take-out delivery
to certain locations. There is also an Irish
Pub and several different rooms that can
fit anywhere from 25 to 800 people for different events. These rooms are available to
rent. There is a schedule of various special
events such as DJ performances or karaoke
throughout the year. Armstrong’s also offers off-site catering.
The Kazabra Club in Vogelweh (close to
Pulaski Barracks) presents the atmosphere
of a traditional western saloon. There
are live DJ and concert performances, a
mechanical bull, big hardwood dance floor,
pool table, game room and flat television
screens. Food is served and there are
room rental options. The club also has an
outstanding Bingo program and special
Game Nights that include a Texas Hold’em
Tournament
The Landstuhl Community Club on
Wilson Barracks, across from the Warrior
Transition Center, offers catering, a conference room, a bar/lounge and game room,
The Sembach Community Activity
Center (Sembach CAC) is the hub for community activities, dining and entertainment in the Sembach community. There is
the Manhattan Lounge;/Bar; a restaurant
offering breakfast, lunch and dinner and
the Warrior Zone with TV, small movie
theater, lounge area, free WiFi, computers,
Xbox consoles and games and videos.
Java Cafés can be found on Kleber,
Rhine Ordnance Barracks as well as in
Gateway Guide - Digital ISSUE

Emergency Relief Services

The American Red Cross has an office on
Kleber Kaserne in Building 3245. Army
Emergency Relief (AER) assistance is in
Building 2917 on Pulaski Barracks.

Health Services

USAREUR's premier medical facility, the
Landstuhl Army Regional Medical Center,
is in USAG Rheinland-Pfalz. It provides
primary care, tertiary care, hospitalization
and treatment for U.S. military personnel
and their families within the European
Command. Landstuhl Regional Medical
Center (LRMC) has a total of eight health
clinics, including one at Kleber Kaserne in
Kaiserslautern, Building 3287,
Dental clinics in the area are located on
Kleber Kaserne, Pulaski Barracks and at
Landstuhl. The clinics at Kleber and Landstuhl provide care to active duty personnel
only. They provide general dentistry and
orthodontic treatment to authorized individuals. The Pulaski clinic provides care to
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stuhl offer affordable and comfortable
alternatives to local hotels and pensions.
Vogelweh has 274 visitor quarters and 35
temporary lodging facilities. Landstuhl
has 45 visitor quarters and 33 temporary
lodging Facilities. Both are operated by the
Air Force’s 86th Force Support Squadron.

Army service members and their families
on a space-available basis. It also provides
pediatric dental care.
It should be noted that there are many
medical and dental offices off-post that
cater to Americans and accept TRICARE.
Patient liaison officers are available to
assist people who may need special services available only at local German
facilities.

Music and Theater

The KMC Onstage Theater is located on
Kleber Kaserne in Building 3232. The theater program provides a wide variety of
theatrical entertainment for youth, families,
and adults.

Housing

Army family housing at the KMC is in
two areas, Vogelweh and Landstuhl. Both
are located within a 10 to 25 minute drive
from one another. Depending on rank,
neighborhood preference and number of
dependents, housing will consist of two to
four bedroom stairwell apartments and/or
townhouses. There are also off-post housing opportunities. Check with the Housing
Office for details on availability.
The housing office for the KMC is
located in Building 1001 at Vogelweh. Customer Service hours are Monday through
Thursday 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Friday 7:30
a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

POV Registration

The field registration station is in the Vehicle Registration Building 2806 at Kapaun.

Recreation & Travel

The Kaiserslautern Rod and Gun Club in
Vogelweh provides activities including
paintball, archery, skeet/trap shooting
and rifle and pistol shooting. It also has a
retail store offering paintball equipment,
fishing equipment, firearms and knives.
Archery, hunting, fishing and sport shooting courses are offered throughout the year.
It is open Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays.
The Rod and Gun Club is operated by the
Air Force’s 86th Force Support Squadron.
Outdoor Recreation offers economical
ski trips and packages to ski resorts in
Austria, Italy, Switzerland, France and the
Edelweiss Lodge and Resort in southern
Bavaria. Hiking, biking, fishing skydiving,
day and weekend trips and trips to all
sorts of other destinations are offered. It
also offers for rent a wide array of equipment from bikes to camping gear, garden
equipment skis/ski board, trailers and
GPS devices.
The worldwide United Service Organization (USO) sells tickets to concerts
and other special events in and around
Germany. The USO Kaiserslautern office
is on Pulaski Barracks
CarlsonWagonlit/SatoTravel offers
official travel as well as leisure travel
opportunities. They have offices on

Legal Assistance

The Kaiserslautern Legal Service Center
(KLSC) provides free legal assistance to
Service Members, Department of Defense
civilian employees, and family members.
It is located on the first floor of Building
3210 on Kleber Kaserne.

Libraries

There are Libraries at Kleber and Landstuhl
have fiction and nonfiction book selections,
reference materials, travel guides, videos,
educational resources, children's books,
magazines and computers with internet
access.
The US Army in Europe also has an
online library that can be used for downloading e-books, movies and magazines.
Visit it at: www.library.eur.army.mil.

Lodging

The guesthouses on Vogelweh and LandGateway Guide - Digital ISSUE
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Kleber Kaserne, Sembach Kaserne and
at Landsthul.

information about the program at any of
the Fitness Centers in the area.
There are Fitness Centers on Rhine
Ordnance Barracks, Kleber, and in Landstuhl, Sembach, Miesau and Germersheim.
The Fitness Centers have well-trained
staff, convenient hours of operation,
locker rooms and a full array of fitness
equipment.
There is also a Massage and Yoga
Studio on Pulaski Barracks. Building 2899.

Religious Activities

There are at least five chapels in Kaiserslautern. They are at Vogelweh, Daenner,
Kapaun, Landstuhl and Miesau. They offer
not only Catholic and Protestant services,
but also other services including Jewish,
Islamic and other denominations.

Schools - DoDEA-Europe

VAT Services

There are 11 schools in the Kaiserslautern
Military Community. They are Kaiserslautern Elementary School (K-5), Kaiserslautern Middle School (6-8), Kaiserslautern
High School (9-12) Landstuhl combined
Elementary/Middle (K-6), Vogelweh Elementary School (K-5), Sembach Elementary School (K-3) and Sembach Middle
School (4-8). On Ramstein Air Base there is
a High School, (9-12) Middle School (6-8),
Intermediate School (3-5) and Elementary
School (K-2).

VAT (Mehrwertsteuer) relief forms can
be processed at Building 3205 on Kleber
Kaserne, Building 2925 on Pulaski Barracks,
Building 3810 at Landstuhl and Building
1204 at Miesau.

Veterinarian Services

The Kaiserslautern Veterinary Treatment
Facility is located in Building 2928, Pulaski
Barracks,. You need an appointment to
have your pet registered and seen. Services
include health certificates, annual examinations, vaccinations, fecal examinations,
heart worm testing, laboratory workup
and surgeries. There are also a number of
German vets in the area that can take care
of your pets if they require care that can’t
be delivered by the post facility. Emergency
cases are referred to German vets.

Sports and Fitness

The Commander’s Cup Program organizes
competitive sports and fitness intramural
athletic programs for Army units. The
events include softball, combat cross
country, flag football, basketball, soccer
volleyball and other sports. You can get

A view of Nanstein Castle in Landstuhl (Photo courtesy city of Landstuhl)
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Air Force Installations
in the KMC

R

amstein Air Base, Kapaun Air Station, Einsiederlerhof Air Station and
Vogelweh are Air Force communities
within KMC.

Ramstein had a major change of mission
in 1994, when it switched roles from a
fighter base to an airlift one.
The handling of passengers and cargo
switched there from Rhein Main Air Base,
making necessary the construction of the
new passenger terminal. Features of it
include automated luggage handling and
passenger bridges for boarding planes
right from the terminal. It also has air conditioning, dining and shopping facilities,
a children’s play area and a TV lounge.
The host unit at Ramstein is the 86th
Airlift Wing, whose commander also
serves as the Kaiserslautern Military Community commander.

Ramstein, the largest US Air Force base
in Germany, is not only the headquarters
of the United States Air Forces Europe, but
also the central airlift hub for the European
Theater and a North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) installation.
As the headquarters it exercises day-today command and control over all USAFE
units from Great Britain to Turkey. As the
airlift hub it operates a gigantic passenger
terminal to rival the ones at commercial
airports. And it soon is to be the home
of a huge shopping/community center,
right across the street from the new passenger center.
The base, located in the federal state of
Rheinland-Pfalz, opened in 1952 following construction under the provisions of
a reciprocal agreement with France, which
was then the occupying authority in this
part of Germany.
The air base is part of the Kaiserslautern Military Community (KMC), home
of more than 57,000 Americans and the
largest American community outside of
the U.S. As a NATO installation, Ramstein
has Canadian, German, British, French,
Belgian, Polish, Czech, Norwegian, Danish
and Dutch military personnel in addition
to the Americans.
When it opened in 1952, the base served
as the home for the 86th Fighter-Bomber
Wing and its fleet of F-84F Thunderstreaks.
For a while Ramstein was headquarters of
the Seventeenth Air Force. United States
Air Forces in Europe (USAFE) Headquarters moved to Ramstein AB from Lindsay
Air Station, Wiesbaden.
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Einsiederlerhof Air Station hosts the
Warrior Preparation Center (WPC), a fully
functional, computer-assisted war-gaming
center, providing operational-level training and exercises to US and NATO staffs
worldwide. The WPC was initiated and is
directed by both USAFE and USAREUR.
Another element of the Vogelweh
complex is Kapaun Air Station. Among its
units is the Kisling NCO Academy, which
provides professional military education
to Air Force NCOs. The school is fully
accredited by the Southern Association
of Colleges and each graduate earns 10
semester hours of college credit through
the Community College of the Air Force.
The school is named in honor the late
Richard D. Kisling, who had a distinguished career as an Air Force NCO and
rose to become Chief Master Sergeant of
the Air Force.
The Defense Commissary Agency also
has its headquarters on Kapaun.
The Air Force also has a number of
facilities in Vogelweh.
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KMC Air Force
Facilties and
Services
Ramstein Air Base - Kaupaun
Air Station - Vogelweh
AAFES (The Exchange)

unique gifts and European souvenirs
throughout the mall. The stadium seating
in the new 4 PLEX Theater will be just
like you find back home, offering movies
throughout the afternoon and evening.
The Exchange Express stores are scattered throughout the KMC. You'll find them
on the south side of Ramstein and at Kleber,
Kapaun, Landstuhl, Pulaski and Sembach.
Many are open longer than the Main BX.

The KMC Consolidated Exchange covers
the military communities in Ramstein Air
Base, Sembach, Panzer Kaserne, Daenner
Kaserne, Kleber Kaserne, Kaiserslautern
Vogelweh, Pulaski Barracks, Kapaun Air
Station, Rhine Ordnance Barracks, Miesau
Army Depot, Landstuhl Hospital and
Baumholder. The Army and Air Force Exchange Service (AAFES), now referred to
as the Exchange, is a major part of the big
Kaiserslautern Military Community Center
(KMCC) at Ramstein. The KMCC is a retail
and entertainment center housing state-ofthe-art shopping, dining and entertainment
options. There is also a 350-room hotel,
Outdoor Recreation Center with a climbing
wall and parking for 2,800 cars.
The Exchange Main Store at the KMCC
has a large number of departments
common to most large department stores
in the USA. The KMCC itself is modeled
after a large mall. A food court offers all
your American favorites, such as Baskin
Robbins ice cream, Subway, burgers,
pizzas,Taco Bell, Starbucks and Cinnabon
and also some new food fare including
Chinese specialties, seafood, and a 50s
Diner: Johnny Rockets.
If you want to relax, you can enjoy the
new massage and wellness spa. Or you
can drop in for a cappuccino or browse
the largest bookstore and Internet café
in Europe. You'll find a wide variety of
Gateway Guide - Digital ISSUE

AFN Europe (American Forces
Network)

AFN Kaiserslautern, presenting a great
variety of TV and radio programming, is
the local station of the American Forces
Network, Europe. Located in the heart of
the Kaiserslautern Military Community, it
serves more than 57,000 American military,
their families and Department of Defense
civilians. AFN Kaiserslautern operates with
a staff of local nationals, DoD Civilians, US
Army and US Air Force Personnel.
From its facilities in Vogelweh, it broadcasts the primary television signal for AFN
in the KMC. It also produces a daily newscast, promotes local events and command
information through radio and television
commercials, and airs more than 64 hours
of live radio programming every week.
AFN Television (and some AFN radio)
is received via cable on government
housing areas and via satellite at off post/
base locations.
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(EFMP) -A mandatory program for family
members (child or adult) with any physical,
emotional, developmental or intellectual
disability that requires special treatment,
therapy, education, training or counseling.
• Employment Assistance & Career Focus
Programs
• Personal & Family Readiness Program
Offers a wide array of support services
to military members and their families
throughout the entire deployment process.

The AFN radio stations (The Eagle) is
broadcast over the air at 100.2 FM. AFN
Radio also streams a larger number of
shows and content over the internet.
The telephone numbers for AFN Kaiserslautern are DSN 489-7206 or CIV
0631-536-7206.

Airman and Family Support
Services

Airman & Family Readiness Center
(A&FRC). The Airman & Family Readiness Center (A&FRC) in Building 2120
offers services to personnel and their
families through core programs that offer
workshops, special events and one-on-one
consultations. The programs include:
• Relocation Assistance - Established to
make the move to your new base as smooth
as possible.
• Transition Assistance - Available for active duty members, civil service employees
and their family members who are separating from the military or civil service.
• Key Spouse Program
• Air Force Wounded Warrior Program
• Volunteers Resources - There are many
opportunities for volunteers. Many are
administrative or clerical. Volunteers may
be able to be placed in their area of job
interest to enhance their knowledge and
skills in that particular area.
• Personal & Family Life Education - A
practical approach to building and maintaining healthy relationships.
• Personal Personal Financial Management Program - A counselor can help
prepare a personalized budget and spending plan. Assistance is also available in
areas such as military pay and allowances,
consumer rip-offs, savings, insurance, car
buying, the financial aspects of home buying and credit card management.
• The Air Force Aid Society - The official charity of the Air Force, helps out in
emergencies through interest-free loans or
grants for basic needs such as emergency
leave, medical emergencies, car repairs and
respite childcare.
• Exceptional Family Member Program
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Arts & Crafts

The Arts & Crafts Center in Building 522
features a wood-craft area, frame shop,
craft store, and engraving center. We also
offer a variety of classes for adults and
children. Monthly class schedules are available at the center and include ceramics,
pottery, cake decorating, scrap booking,
framing, and more.

Automotive Centers

There are three Ramstein Automotive Centers: the Auto Annex, the Auto Hobby Shop
and Auto Recycling. The Auto Hobby Shop
offers self-help bays and lifts, a car wash
and coin-operated vacuums. The Auto
Annex provides professional mechanical
diagnoses and repairs, performed by certified mechanics. The Auto Recycling offers
vehicle disposal and parts pulling, along
with a towing service.

Banks & Credit Unions

Full service Community Banks on Ramstein
Air Base are located at the KMCC and in
Building 2163. There is also a bank at the
Vogelweh Commissary. ATMs are in the
Base Commissary, the Officer’s Club, the
Enlisted Club, the North Post Office, the
Food court at the KMCC and in the KMCC
Hotel. Service Credit Unions are at the
KMCC and in Building 2410 on Ramstein.

Child & Youth Services

The Child Development Centers provide
weekly care for children ages six weeks to
five years. There are also family day care
programs at the homes of certified provid67
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ers through Family Child Care (FCC).
Hourly care is available on a limited basis.
KMC Youth Instructional programs
offer a wide variety of programs for youth
and families. They offer classes in dance,
gymnastics, martial arts, yoga, acting,
musical instruments, singing and other
special specialties. Classes are conducted
on Ramstein Air Base (RAB) and the Vogelweh Military Complex (VMC) and class
locations vary.
The School Age Program provides before
and after school care, camps during winter,
spring and summer breaks and daily
care for school holidays. Locations are
on Ramstein, Vogelweh and Kapaun. The
School Age Program is COA accredited.
The Teen Centers offer a variety of activities ranging from video games, pool, pingpong, real-2-real, dances and lock-ins. There
are also clubs that young adults can join.
The Centers are on Ramstein AB in Building
411 and at Vogelweh Building 2059.
The Youth Centers sponsor many
events and offer a wide range of programs
for kids and families. Sports programs are
a big part of the offerings. Both Centers
have their own gymnasium. Another
part is a number of after school clubs.
The Youth Centers are in Building 428 on
Ramstein and Building 1057 in Vogelweh.
Youth Sports Programs operates sports
and fitness programs for organized
seasonal sports such as football, soccer,
baseball, softball, basketball, swimming
and cheerleading.

four self-checkouts. They each have an
ATM, bakery, deli, fresh sandwiches to go,
hot foods department, party cakes, plants,
rotisserie chicken and a salad bar. There is
a smaller commissary on Sembach Kaserne
open Monday – Friday.

Dining & Entertainment

Dining
There is no lack of eateries and great entertainment on Ramstein Air Base, in addition
to the Food Court and other restaurants in
and near the KMCC.
Romano’s’ Macaroni Grill is a top
notch Italian restaurant open 7 days a
week and located inside the KMCC.
The Enlisted Club in Building 2140 has
a Chili's, the E-Street Café on base and
at Vogelweh Crossroads. There is a J.R.
Rockers Sports Café in the Club.
The Enlisted Club also has rooms and
a full catering menu available for special
occasions or ceremonies. Reflections
is equipped with over 70 entertainment
machines and a full service bar as well as
food served from J.R. Rockers. The Wi-Fi
Lounge is a private area downstairs with
free Internet access. Karaoke, Football
Madness, poker tournaments and other
great activities are on tap at the club. It is
also the location of the Tadros Shop that
offers home décor items, paintings, mirrors
and other products.
The Officer’s Club in Building 302 is a
multi-facility dining and entertainment
complex. It has The La Casa Dolce Coffee
Shop and the Wings Lounge. There is a daily
lunch buffet in the Rheinland-Pfalz Dining
Room. The Club hosts the Lifestyle and More
Vinothek. It offers professional catering for
functions and events and has a gaming room.
Military Dining Facilities include
the Rhineland Inn (Building 2107), the
Jawbone Flight Kitchen (Building 3332,
next to the Passenger Terminal) and the
Lindberg Hof (Building 2791 on Kapaun).
The Community Centers on Ramstein
and in Vogleweh also offer food. The
Flying Pig Barbeque and the Pizza Gallerie
are both located there.

Civilian Personnel Office

For those seeking civil service employment in the area and other jobs. Located
in Building 2120.

Commissaries

The Defense Commissary Agency Europe
(DeCA) is headquartered at Kapaun Air
Station in Kaiserslautern, and two of the
biggest commissaries under its control are
at Ramstein and Vogelweh. Both stores are
seven-day operations with ample shopping
space and numerous checkouts, including
Gateway Guide - Digital ISSUE
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The Woodlawn Grill “On the Greens” is
the restaurant at the golf course. It specializes in quick grill items and soups salads
and is open for breakfast and lunch.
Both the Bowling Centers at Ramstein
and Vogelweh have snack bars – the
Open Frame at Ramstein and a Subway
at Vogelweh.
The NATO International Dining Facility (Building 313) is accessible to all U.S.
military, dependent and retired ID card
holders, and to all personnel with a valid
installation pass.
The facility is open from 11:30 AM to 1
PM Mondays through Fridays and offers
three different meals each day along with
a salad bar.
The coffee bar is open from 8 to 11:30
AM and from 1 to 2:30 PM.
The Deutsches Haus restaurant is on the
ground floor of building 544 on Ramstein
Air Base. It is operated by the German
element of NATO on base and offers a
variety of German fare. It’s open for lunch
and dinner Monday – Thursday and for
lunch on Fridays.

are weekly new movie releases and
Wednesday rental specials. MOMS also
offers special DVD/Blu-ray movie ordering. The Ramstein location has a photo
lab for official photo processing, passport
photos, photo restoration and digital photo
processing.

Education

The Ramstein Education Center is located
in Building 2120. There are counselors to
assist local Air Force members, civilian
personnel and families with their educational needs.
Several colleges and universities offer
a variety of undergraduate and graduate
degree programs. They include: Central
Texas College, University of Maryland,
University of Oklahoma, University of
Phoenix and Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University. Representatives of these
schools normally have offices in the Education Center.

Emergency Relief Services

American Red Cross offices provide an
Emergency Communications Service
24/7/365 for active duty, family members
and civilians and their families.
There are emergency relief services
available through the Airman and Family
Readiness Center on Ramstein.

Entertainment
First-class community centers in Ramstein
and Vogelweh offer a relaxed atmosphere
featuring tournaments in pool, table tennis
and chess, special events, television rooms
and much more. Musical equipment, games
and other items can also be checked out
for use in the centers. Concert tickets are
sold and one-day tours are also organized.
There are also murder mystery dinners and
theater performances. Language classes are
available, too. Services offered also include
sending and receiving Faxes, table and
chair rentals for private functions, mailbox
rental and free computer and Wi-Fi access.
On Ramstein there is Celebrations – a Balloon and Gift shop.
MOMS Movies and Music has outlets
on Ramstein and Vogelweh. Just about
everything for your for entertainment
needs is available. MOMS is an all-in-one
stop shop for pictures, movies, instruments, and navigational systems. There
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Health Services

Although many medical specialties are
available at the Ramstein Medical Treatment Facility (Building 2114), all in-patient
care is at Landstuhl Regional Medical
Center (15 minutes away). A clinic provides dental care for non-flying military
members and their families. Dental care
for family members is limited because of
space limits and the needs of the active
duty population.

Housing

Family housing is available on Ramstein
AB and in Vogelweh. Depending on rank,
neighborhood preference and number of
dependents, housing will consist of two to
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POV Registration

four bedroom stairwell apartments and/or
townhouses. There are also off-post housing opportunities. Check with the Housing
Office for details on availability.
The housing office for the KMC is
located in Building 1001 at Vogelweh. Customer Service hours are Monday through
Thursday 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Friday 8 a.m.
to 2:00 p.m.

The field registration station is in the Vehicle Registration Building 2806 at Kapaun.

Recreation & Travel

Ramstein's Woodlawn Golf Course is an 18hole championship course that ranks with
the very best in Germany, and membership
rates are reasonable.
The Kaiserslautern Rod and Gun Club in
Vogelweh provides activities including
paintball, archery, skeet/trap shooting and
rifle and pistol shooting. It also has a retail
store offering paintball equipment, fishing
equipment, firearms and knives. Archery,
hunting, fishing and sport shooting courses
are offered throughout the year. It is open
Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays. The Rod
and Gun Club is operated by the Air Force’s
86th Force Support Squadron
RTT Travel is a full-service leisure
travel agency. It is located at the KMCC
and open Monday – Saturday.
Skating Rink - The Skate Express offers
open skating for all ages. In addition, it has
a snack bar, video games and equipment
sales and rental.
Ramstein Outdoor Recreation Center
is at the KMCC (Building 3336). Its
retail operation offers a large selection
of outdoor clothing and equipment as
well as bikes and equipment, camping
gear, fitness apparel and snowboarding
and skiing gear. Rental equipment is also
available. You can book hiking, biking ski
and snowboard trips and tours. There is a
rock- climbing wall, too!
The Ramstein Bowling Center (Building 2139) has 32 lanes, a pro shop and slot
machine game room as well as a snack bar.
It is open seven days a week.
The Crossroads Skating Rink is across
from the Commissary at Vogelweh. It was
recently renovated and upgraded. Skate
rentals are available. There is an E-Street
Café and DJ Station. Private conference
rooms are available.

Legal Assistance

The Ramstein Legal Office staff provides
free legal assistance to service members,
Department of Defense civilian employees
assigned overseas, Department of Defense
Contractors who have “SOFA status,” and
their dependents. It is located in Building
2137.

Libraries

The Ramstein and Vogelweh Libraries
offer an extensive array of materials and
resources to include the latest bestsellers,
periodicals, newspapers, journals, CDs
and DVDs. The Ramstein Library has over
70,000 books and subscriptions to over
100 newspapers and magazines, while the
Vogelweh Library offers an inventory of
over 10,000 books. The libraries also have
computers and printers and offer free Wi-FI
with high speed Internet access.

Lodging

The Ramstein Inn has two facilities on the
base – the General Cannon Hotel (Building
1018) with 12 distinguished visitor/business suites, and Ramstein Inns-Ramstein
with 1,050 rooms. These include VQ,
DVQ, temporary lodging facilities and petfriendly temporary lodging. The facilities
are in 20 buildings throughout the base.
Other Ramstein facilities are at Vogelweh
and Landstuhl.

Postal Services

There are three Air Force postal facilities in
the KMC. Ramstein North Side Post Office
(Building 426), Ramstein South Side Post
Office (Building 2110) and the Kapaun Air
Station Post Office (Building 2763).
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Religious activities

There are KMC Air Force Chapels on
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Ramstein AB. The North Chapel is in
Building 1201 and the South Chapel is in
Building 2403. There are chapels in Vogelweh (Building 2063) and on Kapaun Air
Station (Buildings 2781/2782).
They offer not only Catholic and
Protestant services, but also other services including Jewish, Islamic and other
denominations.

A full range of intramural and baselevel sports programs are offered.
The Gear Up Sports Store provides
clothing, shoes and accessories for many
sports. It is in Building 2113 on Ramstein.

Schools - DoDEA-Europe

Veterinary Services

VAT Services

VAT (Mehrwertsteuer) relief forms can be
processed on Ramstein AB at Building 2108.

There are 11 schools in the Kaiserslautern Military Community. They are Kaiserslautern Elementary School (K-5),
Kaiserslautern Middle School (6-8), Kaiserslautern High School (9-12) Landstuhl
Elementary/Middle (K-6), Vogelweh Elementary School (K-5), Sembach Elementary School (K-3) and Sembach Middle
School (4-8). On Ramstein Air Base there is
a High School, (9-12) Middle School (6-8),
Intermediate School (3-5) and Elementary
School (K-2).
All schools are located near government
housing areas. The school your children
attend will depend on where you live,
not where you work. Students who live
on base walk to school; all others ride the
bus. Government-contracted buses provide
school bus transportation. It is recommended that before you rent quarters on
the economy you check with the housing
office to determine if the residence is along
an established school bus route.

The Kaiserslautern Veterinary Treatment
Facility is located in Building 2928, Pulaski
Barracks. You need an appointment to
have your pet registered and seen. Services
include health certificates, annual examinations, vaccinations, fecal examinations,
heartworm testing, laboratory workup and
surgeries. There are also a number of German vets in the area that can take care of
your pets if they require care that can’t be
delivered by the post facility. Emergency
cases are referred to German vets.

Sports & Fitness

Sports enthusiasts have three Fitness Centers available, each with a basketball court,
weight lifting rooms, cardio equipment,
saunas, locker and shower facilities for
men and women and racquetball courts
and other amenities and activities.
The Ramstein Aquatic Center has 3
indoor pools – a 25-meter fitness pool with
lap lanes and diving board, a wading pool
and a recreation pool with water slides
and a playground. Various programs are
offered as well as SCUBA classes. It is in
Building 422 on Ramstein and open 6 days
a week (closed on Mondays).
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TELEphone Directory
To reach the military numbers from a civilian telephone, dial the prefix and then the last
four or three numbers of the miltary numbers, as indicated:
• The civilian number from the USA:
011(Intl. Prefix)-49 (Germany country code)- then drop the first 0
• To dial a DSN number from the States, use “314” before dialing the DSN number
*If calling from outside Germany, remember to use the country code and drop first 0 from the number. Example: 011-49-6371-86-XXXX

Location
DSN Prefix
Civ. Prefix
Landstuhl......................................................................................... 486.................06371-86-XXXX
Landstuhl......................................................................................... 488................. 06371-92-XXXX
Landstuhl Regional Medical Center............................................ 590............. 06371-9464-XXXX
Miesau.............................................................................................. 481..................06372-842-XXX
Ramstein.......................................................................................... 478............... 06371-405-XXXX
Ramstein Medical Group............................................................... 479................. 06371-46-XXXX
Ramstein.......................................................................................... 480................. 06371-47-XXXX
Sembach........................................................................................... 496................. 06302-67-XXXX
Daenner Kaserne............................................................................. 483................. 0631-415-XXXX
Kapaun AS & Vogelweh................................................................ 489................. 0631-536-XXXX
Kleber Kaserne................................................................................ 483................. 0631-411-XXXX
Panzer Kaserne............................................................................... 484................. 0631-413-XXXX
Pulaski Kaserne, Rhine Ordnance Barracks................................ 493............... 0631-3406-XXXX

International Access Country Codes (calling from Germany)
Austria........................................... 0043
Kuwait......................................... 00965
Belgium......................................... 0032
Luxembourg................................ 00352
Bosnia and Herzegovina........... 00387
Macedonia................................... 00389
Bulgaria....................................... 00359
Netherlands.................................. 0031
Croatia......................................... 00385
Norway.......................................... 0047
Poland............................................ 0048
Czech Republic............................. 0042
Portugal....................................... 00351
Denmark........................................ 0045
Romania........................................ 0040
England (United Kingdom)........ 0044
Russia............................................... 007
Finland......................................... 00358
Slovenia....................................... 00386
France............................................ 0033
Spain.............................................. 0034
Germany........................................ 0049
Sweden.......................................... 0046
Greece............................................ 0030
Switzerland................................... 0041
Hungary........................................ 0036
Ireland......................................... 00353
Turkey............................................ 0090
Italy................................................ 0039
United States................................... 001

Information
Military numbers information: DSN prefix – 113
German phone numbers information in English: civilian 11837*
Outside Germany phone numbers information: civilian 11834**
*These calls cost a minimum of 0.59 euro from a landline and are charged according to the amount of
time you are on the line. Be careful when using this service. It could get expensive.
** This service is set up to handle things in English. But such a call will cost you even more, and you
can also get the information services of other countries online.
If you don’t know a number in Germany you can get it at no cost at the website www.teleauskunft.de
with instructions in English as well as German.
Every effort was made to ensure the accuracy of the phone numbers in this directory at press time. Some changes in facility names
and phone numbers may occur.
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AAFES (The Exchange)
KMCC Main Exchange – Ramstein AB...................480-3972.......... 06371-407-9100
New Car Sales – Kleber Bldg. 3231..................................................0631-34100519
Accounting and Finance
Ramstein - Bldg. 2108................................................................................ 480-5630
06371-47-5630
Adult Continuing Education Center
Ramstein - Bldg 412................................................480-6600............ 06371-47-6600
Army Community Service (ACS)
Landstuhl
Family & MWR One- Stop Shop – Bldg 3810
Parent & Central Services..................................486-8943............06371-86-8943
Pulaski - Bldg. 2891...........................................493-4203..........0631-3406-4203
AFN Kaiserslautern
Customer Line....................................................489-7206
Studio Line..........................................................489-6353
Station Manager.................................................489-7216
Airman & Family Readiness Center
Ramstein - Bldg. 2120............................................480-5900............ 06371-47-5900
Air Force Aid Society
Ramstein - Bldg 2120, Room 122...........................480-5100............ 06371-47-5100
Air Force Education Center
Ramstein - Bldg. 2120, Room 421..........................480-2032............ 06371-47-2032
American Red Cross
Kleber Bldg. 3245....................................................483-8722.............0631-411-8722
Landstuhl - Bldg. 3794............................................590-7298........ 06371-9464-7298
Ramstein - Bldg. 2118, Room 410...........................480-2171.............06371-47-2171
Army Emergency Relief (ACS)
Pulaski Bldg. 2891..................................................493-4221..........0631-3406-4221
Auto Parts Stores
KMCC Main Exchange.....................................................................06371-402-9260
Auto Skills Center
Landstuhl – Bldg. 3800...........................................486-7335............ 06371-86-7335
Pulaski Bldg. 2859..................................................493-4167.......... 0631-3406-4167
Auto (POV) Inspection and Registration
Kapaun Bldg. 2806..................................................489-7542............ 0631-536-7542
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Auto World
Ramstein
Auto Annex – Professional Repair - Bldg. 2136.480-2136............ 06371-47-2136
Auto Hobby Shop – self help – Bldg.2477.........480-2956............ 06371-47-2956
Auto Recycling - Bldg 5122 (past East Gate)................................ 0162-619-5261
Banks & Credit Unions
Community Bank
Kleber Bldg. 3203...................................................483-8833............ 0631-42071/72
Landstuhl – Bldg. 3774............................................486-7933................. 06371-9080
Miesau Bldg. 1345...................................................481-3565................. 06372-7771
Ramstein
KMCC....................................................................480-6538............ 06371-47-6538
South Side – Bldg. 2163.......................................480-2390............ 06371-47-2390
Sembach - Bldg. 149...............................................496-7406................. 06302-5071
Vogelweh - Commissary - Bldg 2030......................489-0280.............0631-414-7180
Service Credit Union
Kleber - Bldg. 3226............................................483-7944............0631-340-4085
Ramstein – KMCC.......................................................................... 06371-613690
Ramstein – Bldg. 2410.......................................480-5556............ 06371-47-5556
Barber Shops
Kapaun Bldg 2779...................................................489-6081............0631-536-6081
Kleber Bldg 3221.............................................................................. 0631-750-15564
Landstuhl - Bldg 3776 (Hospital, Ground Floor).....486-7289............ 06371-86-7289
Miesau - Bldg 1300.................................................481-3488..........06372-842-3488
Panzer - Bldg 3005.................................................484-8140............ 0631-413-8140
Ramstein - Bldg 2162.......................................................................... 06371-944020
Rhine Ordnance Barracks - Bldg. 392....................493-2656..........0631-3406-2656
Sembach - Bldg. 147....................................................................... 06302-923-3539
Beauty Shop
KMCC.................................................................................................... 06371-42408
Bookstore
KMCC................................................................................................ 06371-4079281
BOSS Program
Pulaski Bldg.2925 ..................................................493-4469......... 0631-3406-4469
Bowling Centers
Vogelweh Bldg. 2016
(Bowling closed for renovation)...............................489-6543........... 0631-536-6543
Ramstein - Bldg 2139.......................................................................06371-802-0400
Car Rental
Enterprise – KMCC............................................................................. 06371-613840
Sixt - KMCC........................................................................................ 06371-613642
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Chapels
Daenner - Bldg. 3150..............................................483-6070............ 3631-411-6070
Kapaun - Bldg 2782................................................489-6859............0631-536-6859
Landstuhl - Bldg. 3773 (Chaplain – Bldg. 3765).....590-5173........ 06371-9464-5713
Miesau – Bldg 1375.................................................481-3961..........06372-842-3961
Pulaski Bldg. 2919...................................................493-4152.......... 0631-3406-4152
Ramstein
North Side – Bldg 1201........................................480-6148............ 06371-47-6048
South Side – Bldg 2403........................................480-5753............ 06371-47-5753
Vogelweh - Bldg. 2063 (next to theater).................489-2494............. 0631-5362494
Child and Youth Services
Kapaun
School Age Program - Bldg. 2785.......................489-6028............0631-536-6028
Kleber
Child Development Center (CDC) Bldg. 3224.......483-8307............ 0631-411-8307
Hourly Care – Bldg. 3245.....................................483-7474.............. 0631-411-7474

Landstuhl
CDC 1 – Bldg 93802.............................................486-7350............ 06371-86-7350
CDC 2 – Bldg. 3812..............................................486-6566............06371-86-6566
Instructional Classes - SKIESUnltd.– Bldg. 3701.486-5412............ 06371-86-5412
School Age Center – Bldg. 3851..........................486-7281.......... 06371-486-7281
Youth Center - Bldg 93812....................................486-8658............06371-86-8658
Youth Sports - Bldg. 3701.....................................486-8375............06371-86-8375

Miesau Bldg. 1314...................................................481-3774........... 06372-842-3774
Pulaski
Parent Central Services – Bldg. 2898..................493-4516.......... 0631-3406-4156
School Liaison Office - Bldg. 2925.......................493-4123.......... 0631-3406-4123

Ramstein
CDC - Infants & Toddlers – Bldg 800/862............480-6011............ 06371-47-6011
Family Child Care - Bldg. 849..............................478-7420........... 06371-405-7420
School Age Program – Bldg. 1003/428................480-3273............ 06371-47-3272
School Liaison Office - Bldg. 2118, Room231......480-9374............ 06371-47-9374
Teen Center Bldg. 411..........................................480-3099............ 06371-47-3099
Youth Center - Bldg. 428......................................480-6444............ 06371-47-6444
Youth Instructional Classes Bldg. 1023................480-3157............ 06371-47-3157
Youth Sports Programs - Bldg. 428......................480-5660..........06371-480-5660

Sembach
Child Care (SAC) - Bldg. 17, Rooms 9-10 ............496-6013............ 06302-67-6013
Youth Center – Bldg. 003 (Inside Middle School).496-7057............ 06302-67-7057
Youth Sports – Bldg. 105......................................496-7607............ 06302-67-7607

Vogelweh
CDC
Toddlers & Pre-School -Vogelweh Bldg. 1029......489-6372............0631-536-6372
CDC
Infants & Pre-Toddlers Vogelweh Bldg. 1030.......489-7419..............0631-536-7419
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Vogelweh Child & Youth Services cont'd
School Age Program - Bldg. 1028/1058...............489-6362............0631-536-6362
Teen Center - Bldg 2059......................................489-6155............ 0631-536-6155
Youth Center - Bldg. 1057....................................489-6504............0631-535-6504
Youth Sports Program - Bldg. 1057......................489-7806............0631-536-7806
Civil Engineers
Einsiedlerhof – Appliance repairs off base.............489-6623............0631-536-6623
Ramstein – KMC Service calls on base.................480-5007............ 06371-47-5007
Civilian Personnel Advisory Center
Kleber - Bldg. 3209.................................................483-4805............ 0631-411-4805
Civilian Personnel Office
Ramstein - Bldg. 2120.............................................480-5850............ 06371-47-5850
Clubs
Landstuhl
Community Club Bldg. 3780.................................486-7244............ 06371-86-7244

Ramstein
Enlisted – Bldg. 2140............................................480-2333............ 06371-47-2333
Officer's – Bldg. 302.............................................480-7888............ 06371-47-7888
Officer's Club Catering Section - Bldg. 302..........480-7888............ 06371-47-7888

Sembach
Community Activity Center
Dining, Bar & Lounge Warrior Zone,
Catering – Bldg. 220.............................................496-5170............ 06302-67-5170

Vogelweh.................................................................489-7261............ 0631-536-7261
Armstrong's - Vogelweh Housing Bldg 1036................................... 0631-350-7919
Kazabra Club –Bldg. 2057....................................489-7261............ 0631-536-7261
Commissaries
Ramstein – Bldg 1200.............................................480-6712............ 06371-47-6712
Vogelweh - Bldg. 2030............................................489-6828............0631-536-6828
Sembach - Bldg. 88................................................496-7240............ 06302-67-7240
Community Centers
Ramstein - Bldg 412................................................480-6600............ 06371-47-6600
Vogelweh - Bldg. 2059............................................489-7626............ 0631-536-7626
Customs Offices
Kleber - Bldg. 3245, Room 215...............................483-7383.............0631-411-7383
Ramstein– Bldg. 305, Room 14..............................480-3720............ 06371-47-3720

CWTSatoTravel
Kleber- Bldg. 3245, Room 214................................483-8628............... 0631-341650
Landstuhl - – Bldg. 3776, 1st Floor........................................................ 06371-61870
Ramstein – Bldg. 2108.......................................................................... 06371-98190
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CWTSatoTravel cont'd
Sembach – no walk-ins, phone and email only ................................ 06302-92-3717
Dental Clinics
Kleber – Bldg. 3287................................................483-1720.............. 0631-411-1720
Pulaski – Bldg. 2921...............................................493-4446......... 0631-3406-4446
Ramstein - Bldg. 301...............................................479-2210............. 06371-46-2210
Dining - Military Dining Facilities
Kapaun - Lindberg Hof - Bldg. 2791.......................489-6580........... 0631-536-6580
Kleber - Clock Tower Café – Bldg. 3206................483-7172.............. 0631-411-7172
Landstuhl - LRMC Bldg. 3775.................................486-7186............ 06371-86-7186
Rhine Ordnance Barracks
Patriot Garden Dining Facility - Bldg. 163...............493-2413........... 0631-3406-2413
Ramstein - Jawbone Flight Kitchen – Bldg. 3332 .. 480-6059............ 06371-47-6059
Ramstein - Rhineland Inn – Bldg. 2107..................480-3417................. 06371-3417
Dining – Restaurants, Snack Bars, Cafés
Kleber
Anthony’s Pizza - Bldg. 3231................................................................ 0631-48676
Java Café – Bldg. 3232........................................493-8063............ 0631-411-8063
Subway – Bldg 3231........................................................................0631-34100519

Landstuhl
Food Court - Bkdg 3774
Burger King, Subway, Anthony’s Pizza.................486-8397................06371-18183

Ramstein
The Exchange (AAFES) KMCC Food Court................................... 06371-4079803
Anthony’s Pizza...........................................................................06371-4079811
Baskin Robbins.......................................................................... 06371-4079814
Captain D’s................................................................................. 06371-4079813
Charley’s.................................................................................... 06371-4079812
Cinnabon.................................................................................... 06371-4079816
Johnny Rockets......................................................................... 06371-407-9807
Manchu Wok.............................................................................. 06371-4079809
Starbucks................................................................................... 06371-5959491
Subway....................................................................................... 06371-4079810
Taco Bell.................................................................................... 06371-4079808
Belgian Club Ambiorix – Bldg. 308.................................................. 06371-40-1519
Brit Pub – Bldg 2480....................................................................... 06371-40-1479
British Café – Bldg. 539.................................................................... 06371-41-1411
Burger King – North Side – Bldg. 1135.............................................. 06371-42691
Chili’s – Enlisted Club – Bldg. 2140......................480-5258............ 06371-47-5258
Chili’s Too – KMCC Mall.......................................478-1492........... 06371-405-1492
Deutsches Haus...........................................................................06371-4659-3702
E’ Street Café – Enlisted Club – Bldg 2140..........480-2333............ 06371-47-2333
Flying Pig BBQ - Community Ctr Bldg. 412..........480-6200............ 06371-47-6200
Hofbraeuhaus – KMCC Mall........................................................... 06371-8020480
J.R. Rockers – Bldg. 2140....................................478-5475..........06371-405-5475
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Ramstein Dining cont'd
Open Frame Snack Bar
Bowling Center - Bldg 2139...........................................................06371-802-0400
Pizza Gallerie – Community Ctr. Bldg. 412..........480-6760............ 06371-47-6760
Rheinland-Pfalz Dining Room
O’Club Bldg 302....................................................480-2824..........06371-480-2824
Romano’s Macaroni Grill – KMCC Mall................478-2700..........06371-405-2700
Subway – Terminal Building 3333.................................................... 06371-465086
Subway – Southside Bldg. 2171......................................................... 06371-43656
Wasgau Bakery – KMCC Mall.......................................................... 06371-462720
Wing’s Lounge – Officer’s Club Bldg 302.............480-7261.............06371-47-7621
Woodlawn Grill on the Green – Bldg. 553............478-8448............ 06371-47-8448

Rhine Ordnance Barracks
German Canteen - Bldg. 111................................493-2500..........0631-3406-2500
Java Café - Bldg. 273...........................................493-2623..........0631-3406-2623

Vogelweh
Castello’s Snack Bar
Armstrong’s – Housing Bldg. 1036..................................................0631-350-8589
E’ Street Café
Vogelweh Crossroads – Bldg 2053......................489-5494............0631-536-4894
Strike Zone Snack Bar
Bowling Center - Bldg. 2060.................................489-6543........... 0631-536-6543
Subway - Bowling Center – Bldg. 2060................489-7795............ 0631-536-7795
Driver Testing/Licenses
Daenner – Bldg. 3104.............................................483-7332.............0631-411-7332
Ramstein - – Bldg. 2106, Room 201.......................480-2394............ 06371-47-2394
Education Centers
Landstuhl - Bldg. 3701............................................486-6797............06371-86-6797
Rhine Ordnance Barracks HUB – Bldg 288............493-2588..........0631-3406-2588
Equal Employment Opportunity
Ramstein - Bldg. 2101.............................................478-3636..........06371-405-3636
Exchange Express Stores
Kleber - Bldg. 3222................................................................................. 0631-48677

Landstuhl
Bldg. 3744 (Hospital)............................................486-8397.............. 06371-1-8813
Bldg 93718 (with Gas Station)..............................486-6786..............06371-611696

Ramstein
Inside KMCC................................................................................... 06371-4079271
24 hr Express with Gas Station – Bldg. 2490................................. 06371-47-2940

Sembach - Bldg. 147...............................................496-7874............. 06302-67-7874
Finance Office
Kleber – Bldg. 3235................................................483-7473.............. 0631-411-7473
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Firearms Registration
Sembach – Bldg 216...............................................542-2008
Fitness Centers
Kleber – Bldg. 3235/3234.......................................483-7549.............0631-411-7549

Landstuhl - Bldgs. 3720 & 3722..............................486-7172............. 06371-86-7172

Miesau – Bldg. 1220...............................................481-3797..........06372-842-3797

Pulaski Massage and Yoga Studio – Bldg. 2899....493-4156.............0174-946-7470

Ramstein
North Side – Bldg. 552.........................................480-8085............ 06371-47-8085
South Side – Bldg. 2117.......................................480-0294............ 06371-47-0294
Rhine Ordnance - Barracks Bldg. 172....................493-2241.......... 0631-3406-2241

Vogelweh – Building 2050.......................................489-7329............ 0631-536-7329
Furniture Management Offices
Einsiedlerhof - Bldg. 720.........................................489-6001............06315-36-6001
Vogelweh - Bldg. 1001............................................489-6603........... 0631-536-6603
German American Community Office (GACO)
Lauterstr. 2, 67657 Kaiserslautern..................................................... 0631-363-3010
Gear Up Sports Store
Ramstein - Bldg. 2113.............................................480-5226............ 06371-47-5226

Golf Course
Ramstein – Woodlawn - Starter - Bldg 553............478-8451 .........06371-405-8451
Ramstein - Woodlawn - Pro Shop – Bldg. 553.......480-6240............ 06371-47-6240
Housing Assistance Offices
Army – Kleber Bldg. 3224.......................................483-8202............ 0631-411-8202
Air Force – Vogelweh Bldg. 1001............................489-6671............0631-536-6671
ID Cards
Kleber - Bldg. 3245.................................................483-7662.............0631-411-7662
Ramstein – Bldg 2106, Room 117...........................480-6599............ 06371-47-6599
Legal Offices/Assistance
Kleber - Bldg. 3210.................................................483-8414............. 0631-411-8414
Ramstein – Bldg 2137.............................................480-5911.............06371-47-5911
Libraries
Landstuhl – Rheinland-Pfalz Library – Bldg. 3810.. 486-7322............ 06371-86-7322
Kleber – Bldg. 3205................................................483-1740.............. 0631-411-1740
Miesau – Bldg. 1324................................................486-3755..........06372-842-3755
Ramstein – Bldg 409...............................................480-6667............ 06371-47-6667
Sembach - Bldg. 115...............................................496-7895............ 06302-67-7895
Vogelweh Bldg. 2059.............................................489-7665............ 0631-536-7665
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Lodging
Central Reservations Office....................................480-4900........... 06371-45-4900

Landstuhl
Ramstein Inns-Landstuhl – Bldg 3756....................491-4610........... 06371-907-4610

Ramstein
Dormitory Reception Center – Bldg 2108.............480-3676............ 06371-47-3676
General Cannon Hotel – Bldg. 1018.....................480-7411.............. 06371-47-7411
Ramstein Inns – Bldg. 3336.................................480-4900............ 06371-47-4900
Temporary Lodging/Billeting – KMCC..................480-4920............06371-45-4920

Vogelweh Lodging –Housing Bldg. 1002................489-8900........... 0631-536-8900
Medical Services
Kleber
Health Clinic/Dental Clinic – Bldg. 3287 -...............483-1750.............. 0631-411-1750

Landstuhl Regional Medical Center
Emergency Room.................................................590-6322........06371-9464-6322
General Information (24 Hrs.)...............................590-4100........ 06371-9464-4100
Appointment Desk.................................................590-5762........06371-9464-5762

Pulaski Dental Clinic – Bldg. 2921..........................492-4443......... 0631-3406-4443

Ramstein Dental Clinic – Bldg. 301........................479-2210............. 06371-46-2210

Ramstein Health Clinic – Bldg 2114, 2nd floor.........479-2273............06371-46-2773
Military Clothing Sales
Ramstein – Bldg 3336.............................................480-0911............ 06371-47-9300
Military Police - Army
MP Desk – Vogelweh Bldg. 2067............................489-6060........... 0631-536-6060
CID – Kleber Bldg. 3244.........................................483-6878............ 0631-411-6878
Movie Theatres
Reel Time – KMCC.......................................................................... 06371-407-9853
Music and Theater
Kleber
KMC Onstage Theater - Bldg. 3232.....................483-6626............ 0631-411-6626
Optical Center
Ramstein - KMCC Mall...................................................................... 06371-8020358
Optometry
Ramstein - KMCC Mall...................................................................... 06371-8020450
Outdoor Recreation
Pulaski - Bldg. 2905................................................493-4117........... 0631-3406-4117
Ramstein - KMCC...................................................480-5705............ 06371-47-5705
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Passports, Visas and Birth Registration
Kleber - Bldg 3245, Room 117................................483-8892............ 0631-411-8892
Ramstein Bldg.2106, Room 110 (email)..................786fss.passports@us.af.mil
Post Offices/APOs/Community Mail Rooms (CMR)
Landstuhl
Post Office/Postal Finance
Mail out only - Hospital Bldg. 3766.......................486-8131.......... 06371-486-8131
Community Mail Room (CMR) – Bldg 3766..........590-4800........06371-9464-4800
Kapaun AS– Bldg. 2763..........................................489-7866............ 0631-536-7866

Kleber - APO Bldg 3243........................................483-6818.............0631-411-6818

Miesau – CMR Bldg 1345.......................................481-3631..........06372-842-3631

Panzer – CMR Bldg. 3002......................................484-7710.............0631-413-7710

Ramstein
North Side – Bldg 426..........................................480-7857............ 06371-47-7857
South Side – Bldg 2110 (pick-up only)..................480-8748............ 06371-47-8748
British Forces Post Office – Bldg 539..................480-1404.......... 06371-480-1404

Rhine Ordnance Barracks
APO Bldg. 291, Customer Service..........................493-2817.......... 0631-3406-2817

Sembach - APO – Bldg. 222...................................496-7748............ 06302-67-7748
Rod and Gun Club
Vogelweh - Bldg. 2690............................................489-7274............. 0631-536-7274
RTT Travel
Ramstein - KMCC – Bldg. 3336..............................480-6630............ 06371-47-6360
Schools
Landstuhl - Elementary/Middle School
Bldg 3830................................................................488-6504............06371-92-6504

Kaiserslautern
Elementary - Vogelweh Bldg 2000, 2007.............489-7048................. 0631-54589
Middle School – Vogelweh Bldg 2000A................489-7430................. 0631-59871
High School – Vogelweh Bldg. 2000....................489-7451.................. 0631-54354

Ramstein
Elementary (Grades K-2) – Bldg. 996...................480-3996............ 06371-47-3996
Intermediate School (Grades 3-5) – Bldg. 999.....480-6135............ 06371-47-6135
Middle School – Bldg. 1001..................................480-7104.............06371-47-7104
High School – Bldg. 900.......................................480-6952............ 06371-47-6952

Sembach
Elementary School – Bldg. 17..............................496-7003............ 06302-67-7003
Middle School– Bldg. 17.......................................496-7040.................06302-5398

Vogelweh
Elementary - Housing Bldg. 1178 & 1032.............489-6037................. 0631-91222
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School Liaison Officer (SLO)
Pulaski Bldg. 2925..................................................493-4123.......... 0631-3406-4123
Security Police
Ramstein - Bldg. 2371.............................................480-2050............ 06371-47-2050
Self-Help Stores
Rhine Ordnance Barracks – Bldg. 335.................493-2381..........0631-3406-2381
Vogelweh U-Fix-It Store
Vogelweh Housing Bldg. 1139....................................................... 0631-3579-0915
Skating Rink
Crossroads – Vogelweh Bldg. 2053........................489-5494............0631-536-5494
Soldier & Family Assistance Center (SFAC)
Transition Assistance - Kleber - Bldg 3210- ..........483-7344.............0631-411-7344

Transition Assistance
Soldier & Family Assistance Center (SFAC)
Kleber Bldg. 3210....................................................483-7089.............0631-411-7089
TKS Hotline ...........................................................0631-3522-499
24/7 (standard dialing rates to fixed network apply, free from the TKS fixed Network)
Transition Assistance
Ramstein - Bldg 2120..............................................480-5100............ 06371-47-5100
Tricare Service Centers
Customer Service Toll Free................................................................. 0800-7234214
Landstuhl - Bldg 3744.............................................590-4830........ 06317-9464-4830
USO
Landstuhl
LRMC Bldg. 3776, Room 103 ..............................486-8240............... 06371-63463
Warrior Center – Bldg. 3750.................................486-5733..........06371-802-4900						
Pulaski – Tours Bldg. 2913..............................................................0631-3406-4532
Ramstein - Bldg 3333 (Passenger Terminal)..........480-6326..........06371-595-9850
Vogelweh USO Center – Bldg 2043.................................................... 0631-3506512
VAT Offices
Kleber – Bldg. 3245, Room 109..............................483-1780............. 0631-411-1780
Landstuhl - Bldg. 3810............................................486-1780............ 06371-86-1780
Pulaski – Bldg. 2925...............................................493-1780........... 0631-3406-1780
Ramstein - Bldg 2118, Room 136............................480-5309............ 06371-47-5309
Vehicle Processing/POV Shipping
Kapaun – Bldg. 2806..............................................489-7750............ 0631-536-7750
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Vehicle Registration
Kapaun – Bldg. 2806..............................................489-7542............ 0631-536-7542
Veterinary Service
Pulaski - Bldg. 2928................................................493-4444......... 0631-3406-4444
Video Rentals
Pulaski – Express (AAFES) Bldg. 2950............................................. 0631-350-4102
Ramstein - MOMS Superstore– Bldg. 2113............489-7077............ 0631-536-7077
Vogelweh - MOMS Superstore Bldg. 2059.............480-5479............ 06371-47-5479

The publishing firm is a private firm and is in no way connected with USAFE, USAREUR or the
Department of Defense. The appearance of advertisements in the publication does not constitute
an endorsement by USAFE, USAREUR or the Department of Defense. Everything advertised
herein must be made available for purchase, use or patronage without regard to race, creed,
color, sex, age or national origin of the purchaser, user or patron. Contents protected by copyright. No part of this guide may be reprinted without prior authorization from the publisher.
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